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Abstract 
The NCAA is a multi-billion dollar industry built on the athletic labor of African 

American males at predominantly white institutions. This thesis explores Black collective 

identity through the 1st cohort of African American football players and contemporary football 

players at Duke University. Utilizing interviews and archival material for the historical aspect, in 

conjunction with participant-observation for the present time, I look to understand the 

importance of kin-like bonds for Black male athletes, regardless of the era, in navigating a 

largely white hegemonic space. I integrate numerous theories such as Marx’s commodity 

fetishism, identity foreclosure, and fictive kinship to give a thorough analysis of ways in which 

Black Duke football players face exploitation and prejudice inside of the athletic and academic 

sphere on campus. My research argues that brotherhood among Black football players held more 

significance forty-two years ago than it does today. As modern capitalism has restructured the 

experiences of Black male athletes at big-time sports universities, more attention must be 

directed to developing and supporting modern Black athletes. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
“Are you going to cut your hair??” 
  I repeated my question to Charles for the third time. It was an eerily quiet November 

evening in the Yoh Football Center corridor. Ten minutes past the start time for the United Black 

Athletes1 meeting seats were still empty, but Charles—the only male student-athlete in the 

room—was unbothered. In fact, he’d managed to spark up a conversation with the two Black 

female staff members in the room. He was informing the women about his failed attempt at 

finding a qualified barber in Durham who could touch up his dreads, and was scrounging around 

for hair advice. Over the summer, I remembered him mentioning that growing out his green-dyed 

dreads was a fad for football season, and that come January he’d be clean shaven to “look 

professional”2 for job interviews. That day finally came in February. “Charles?!!” I had yelled 

out from the lunch line, unsure whether the petite football player with a navy baseball cap on was 

truly him. Sure enough, Charles turned around taking off his cap to reveal an uneven curly low 

cut. “I ended up cutting it myself,” he laughed before I could inquire any further, “it was cheaper 

than going to a barber,” he shrugged.   

To this day, most African American football players on the campus of Duke University 

style their hair into a boutique of short twisted locks at the dissatisfaction of their coaches. “The 

coaches don’t like dreads. When I had my twists one of them said to me, ‘You know you’re at 

Duke, right?’” Marcus confessed to me in a later interview. This would be one of many instances 

where the pressure to look and perform in a way that corresponds with the dominant culture on 

campus was stressed heavily by the football coaching staff. 

                                                
1 United Black Athletes, as described later, is the Black athlete group in which I conducted my participant-
observation research. 
2 I find that the idea of  “professionalism” becomes vital in understanding the context of sports as a business. Similar 
to how professionalism is important for conducting business, so it is with athletes in college athletics. 
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I bring up hair as one example of how Black Duke football players navigate the influence 

of a predominantly-white institutional culture on their self-identity. Hair can stand as a marker of 

empowerment when one considers the position of Black collegiate football players at 

predominantly white institutions. Black football players are constantly performing for the 

university3—on the sports field, during press conferences—in order to promote the athletic 

business. Since white America has ruled nappy, untamed Black hair as unprofessional, when 

Black football players wear their hair in this manner the response is negative. Yet, because 

woven locks is a uniform hairstyle among many players, it is collective resistance. In this case, 

when I speak of resistance I see it as the act of them reclaiming their identity to define who they 

want to be. Thus, one could argue that dreaded locks give agency back to present-day Black 

football players at Duke University, when otherwise the capitalist institution seeks to take it 

away from them. In this thesis, I find institutional exploitation and alienation provides a need for 

an empowering brotherhood among Black Duke football players that has existed since the first 

Black recruiting class.  

My research timeline begins in 1971 with the hiring of the first Black assistant coach to 

the Duke football program, and subsequently, the recruitment of seven Black players. In studying 

football roster portraits of these men, I found that every single one wore an afro—not 

surprisingly, as this hairstyle defined the hair fashion trend of the decade. They would, however, 

buy matching jean material caps to sport as their daily attire. “But I remember during our time 

the basketball coach made a rule that no hair could pass the ear. The white players were mad 

                                                
3 The book Performing Black Masculinity by Brian Alexander is a key piece of literature I use when describing the 
performative behavior of Black male student-athletes on campus. Similar to Alexander, I view the university as its 
own cultural site. 
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cause Black players could still have large Afros!” one of the alums told me. Even though he 

spoke of Duke basketball, he found even his peers’ actions to be empowering.  

Throughout this research I explore literature on Black male student-athletes, and use my 

ethnographic data to privilege the experiences of those attending the PWI4 of Duke University. I 

am interested in answering the ways in which brotherhood—ascribing purpose to Black football 

players—can be the means to which these men are able to succeed under pressure at a PWI and 

inside of the intercollegiate athletic industry.   

 

HISTORICAL CONTEXT  

Sports are seen to be a reflection on the society playing them. African Americans facing 

exclusion and racial prejudice within institutionalized sports can be traced back to slavery 

(Davis, 2008).  Enslaved Black Americans were first permitted to play sports as a form of 

entertainment for the white slaveowners. Then, in the wake of Reconstruction and continuing on 

into the Jim Crow era, participation by African Americans in professional sports was greatly 

restricted by federal law, and completely prohibited in college sports (Moore et al., 2015; Hodge, 

Collins, & Bennett, 2013; Hodge, Harrison, Burden, & Dixson, 2008).  Any African American 

athlete with the desire to play in college was restricted to choosing historically black colleges 

(HBCUs) until the 1930’s when there was an “increased commercialization and competitiveness 

of college sports,” (Davis, 2008, p. 303; Moore et al., 2015; Evans et al., 2002; Anderson & 

South, 2007). As PWI’s learned they could profit from the labor of Black athletes, they suddenly 

                                                
4 PWI is an acronym for predominantly white institutions. PWI’s were acknowledged in 1964 as universities with 
over 50% enrollment of white students. HBCU’s have existed since the 1800’s and served as the primary means for 
higher education for African Americans before integration. This work is primarily interested with the experiences of 
Black male athletes at PWI’s—specifically Duke University. 
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became more desirable. Consequently, athletic programs at HBCUs deteriorated without Black 

talent and the influx of money to PWIs through the athletic labor of Black athletes.  

Still, PWI’s in the South were reluctant to opening their doors to Negroes. Professional 

and collegiate Black athletes playing past the civil rights era have continued to face prejudice, 

whether being racist treatment from fans or authorities, negative stereotyping in the media, or 

racial stacking5 (Davis 2008, p. 304). In football, racial stacking has involved stacking Black 

players at the running back and wide receiver position. In 2009, though 70% of the players in the 

NFL were Black, only 20% played quarterback—a position known to require quick decision-

making and high sport IQ (Entine, 1999). This may explain why one Black Duke football player 

I studied was asked to switch from quarterback to wide receiver after playing the position his 

whole life.  

Located in the Southern state of North Carolina, Duke University was one of the 

institutions who barred Black athletes from participating in the early to mid-twentieth century. 

Due to the conservative nature of Duke’s Board of Trustees, desegregation was voted down for 

almost twenty years before Duke accepted its first Black graduates in 1961. Two years later, the 

university accepted five African American undergraduates, and in 1966 it was barely above 

twenty students. However, in the years to come, the high academic criteria, overwhelmingly 

white student population, and inflated tuition price would discourage more integration (Martin, 

2010). Complaints arose from the intimate Black student population forming on campus, 

particularly about the absence of Black athletes.  

Under head coach Tom Harp, the first two scholarships were awarded to Black football 

players Ernest Jackson and Clarence Newsome in the Spring of 1968 (Martin, 2010, p. 137). A 

                                                
5 Racial stacking refers to the stacking of Black athletes in specific sports and/or positions based on stereotypes 
about athleticism and lack of intelligence. 
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few more Black football players were recruited heading into the 1970’s, but integration still 

lagged behind other Division I schools. A star on both the offensive and defensive end, Ernie 

Jackson earned 1st Team All-America and MVP in 1971, then became the first African-American 

ACC Player of the Year in 1972. Meanwhile, C.G. Newsome, who suffered a career-ending knee 

injury his sophomore season, concentrated on earning a Masters’ degree in Duke Divinity School 

after undergraduate studies. “From a test-tube like situation, we both turned out pretty well,” 

Jackson would say of their experience, echoing the words of his colleague Claudius Claiborne, 

the first scholarship Black athlete ever who joined the basketball team. “I felt like a pioneer,” 

(Tucker, 2018). 

This thesis explores the experiences of some of the first Black male student-athletes 

allowed to play for Duke’s football team. Though much has been written about the intersection 

of race, sports, and politics, I prioritize the stories of these early Black collegiate athletes. How 

did these players trailblaze the path for contemporary Black male student-athletes at Duke 

University? How was the 1970s experience of Duke football fundamentally different than the 

present-day experience? 

 

RESEARCH QUESTION  

In speaking to 1977 Black graduates of Duke football, I was struck by their special 

brotherhood. Forty-two years later, this troupe of seven African American men still consider 

themselves brothers. In comparing the Black male student-athletes from both eras, I ask Why is 

brotherhood among the African American football players at Duke University less significant 

today than it was forty-two years ago?  To supplement my main research question, I am 

interested in understanding What was the role of brotherhood in the 70’s? and How is it different 
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from the way present-day Black football players speak about their brotherhood(s)? Is there some 

other aspect that replaces the notion of brotherhood?  

I aim to draw out historical changes within the athletic and social spheres on campus that 

might explain the difference in  brotherhood. In considering the exploitation of Black males 

under the athletic-industrial complex since the 70’s, I ask How has commercialization influenced 

Black Duke  football players’ relationship to the athletic institution? It also seems that 

contemporary Black Duke football players are not as involved with the Black community on 

campus. Do brothers of Duke football feel as connected to Black campus culture? This relates to 

my question about their new position within the university. As the relationship to labor takes 

precedence over any of the social aspects within the institution, how does this alienate modern 

football players from their cultural backgrounds? And if African American players are alienated 

from their cultural backgrounds, does this account for the differences seen in the notion of  

brotherhood between Black football players in the seventies and Black football players in 2019? 

 
  
 
 

METHODOLOGY  

Past  
  I first decided to include narratives of historical Black football players when I met 

Michael Bennett when passing through the Nasher art exhibit at the Duke Black Alumni Event in 

the Fall of 2018. I remember spotting his nametag from afar and recognizing it among a list of 

Black student-athlete alumni featured at an event. I was unaware at the time I had introduced 

myself that I was speaking to one of the pioneers who’d laid the foundation for every Black 

football player who would step foot on Duke’s campus. Bennett attended Duke in 1973 along 

with six other Black football players making them the largest class of Black athletes the school 
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had ever recruited. “We didn’t know it then, but we were the experiment,” Bennett explained to 

me in a later interview. Had this class of Black athletes not graduated in 1977, displayed 

exemplarily efforts in the classroom and on the field, there might not have been Black football 

players at Duke today.  

There I was standing beside this legendary hero, staring in admiration as he shared stories 

of great triumph and tribulation. When he finished I asked him, “Where is this history?” 

astonished that I had never heard of such people like Hall of Fame recipient, Ernie Jackson, or 

the 1st Black quarterback, Mike Dunn. “It’s in our heads!” he exclaimed. In that moment I knew I 

would go through the archives myself before I let this bit of Duke history die.  

Between him and his best friends, they were known around campus as the Super Seven. 

A native of Charlotte, NC, Michael Bennett was used to overcoming the odds. When the white 

boy in his high school class told him he’d never graduate Duke, he finished in three years with 

Cum Laude. Duke football players weren’t supposed to pledge to fraternities, and yet he was on 

the first line of Omegas6. Earl Cook and Lee Davis were hometown heroes from Alexandria, 

Virginia winning a championship at the newly-integrated T.C. Williams High School—a story so 

inspiring Hollywood turned it into the movie Remember the Titans7. Duke received two All-

American running backs from New Jersey that year—Art Gore and Chuck Williamson. The 

linebacker from Atlanta, Barry Oliver, was always studious. Dealing with knee injuries 

throughout his college career, he decided to take advantage of the academic opportunities Duke 

afforded him. And last was Tony Benjamin who unlike Barry, found he could not focus entirely 

                                                
6 Omega Psi Phi fraternity was the first African American fraternity to be established at an HBCU. 
7 Remember the Titans is a Hollywood best-selling film released in the year 2000. It’s based on a true story about 
the football team at T.C. Williams High School in Alexandria, VA winning the football state championship the year 
they integrated despite high racial tensions under African American head coach, Herman Boone. 
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on his Computer Science degree after earning a starting spot his freshman year, All-American 

honors, and a bid to the NFL.  

Given that the Super Seven live are currently spread all over the country, I gathered 

ethnographic data from an auditory interview. I had the privilege of interviewing four of the six 

still living members during a group conference call. Michael, Earl, Barry, and Tony spoke with 

me for two hours sharing stories and reliving old memories. I began with questions about their 

lives before Duke, and how football was introduced into their lives. Where did you attend high 

school? and How did you get recruited to play football at Duke University? I asked. Then, the 

bulk of my interview questions aimed to draw out stories about the overall experience of playing 

for Duke during the 70’s. How was your relationship with white teammates and coaches? Did 

you engage with social activist efforts on campus? What was it like being a Black male athlete in 

the classroom? Their story was immediately compelling for me upon learning that every single 

member of the Super Seven became successful after graduating Duke—many going on to 

become corporate executives or practice medicine. One member, Barry Oliver, even credited his 

knee injuries as to why he became an orthopedic surgeon.  

 

Figure 1: Headshots for Duke Football 1974, Athletics Football 1970s-Physical Education, Trinity, 
David M. Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library, Duke University 
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Their arrival falling within a decade Duke’s integration did not stop them from having a 

surprisingly pleasant experience at the university. I assumed I would hear an overwhelming 

number of tales about them having to combat racism on campus, and while some instances of 

this where mentioned, many of their memories were very fond. What had made their Duke 

experience so unforgettable? When I look around at the Black football players today, why does it 

seem they’re just trying to survive their time at Duke? Talk about “brotherhood” and “Black 

solidarity” sounded distant from the qualities describing the current Duke football program.  

 

Present 
In seeking to understand the nuanced lives of contemporary Black male athletes, I 

consider my own position as a Black female student-athlete. As an African American women on 

the Duke Women’s lacrosse team, I’ve personally felt an expectation to emphasize my identity 

as a collegiate lacrosse player over my identity as a Black woman. One issue arising from the 

multi-billion dollar industry of intercollegiate athletics, is that new infrastructure in athletic 

programs does not include the addition of programs or spaces to recognize ethnicity, religion, or 

gender differences among athletes, as most programs are concerned solely about athletic 

performance.   

Today, approximately one out of six Duke athletes is African American. Of the twenty-

one varsity sports currently in Duke athletics, fifteen teams have at least one Black athlete while 

three teams have a majority of Black athletes. Specific to Black males, they are 4.1% of the 

undergraduate student body at Duke, but make up 64.8% of football and men’s basketball 

(Harper, 2018). I chose to solely concentrate on the Duke football team—a revenue sport 

representing a majority of Black male athletes—as they were much more accessible than the 

Duke basketball team. 
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I conducted 1-hour in-depth interviews with five football players, Harold Thomas, 

Marcus Daniels, Jamal Green, Xavier Sims, and Devon Reeves (all of whose identities are 

protected by these pseudonyms). I chose freshmen, sophomores,  and juniors, aiming to have a 

representation of various majors, hometowns, and positions8.  As a “native” anthropologist9 close 

to the age of these Black male athletes, I found my peers were not hesitant to be candid with me. 

Some questions mirrored that of the historical interviews. I wanted to know how they came to 

play a sport like football at Duke? Did your hometown or family value football? Why did you 

commit to Duke? Who are some coaches who have had a major impact on your life, and what 

has that impact looked like? When it came to interviewing about life at Duke, I asked about the 

experiences that are hidden even from the outsiders of the Duke Football program. How do the 

football coaches handle your injuries? Do you look for opportunities for social engagement with 

other Black students on campus? What does brotherhood in Duke football look like today? With 

the last question, this became a main focus of my project as the brotherhood the past players 

spoke of was not explicitly found with players today. Chapter 3 is where I explore reasons for 

why this may be.  

From October 2018-March 2019 I partook in participant-observation by studying a small 

Black athlete group on campus called United Black Athletes (UBA). Since the Spring of 2018, 

when the group was first created, I have served on the board of the leadership committee. It is a 

completely student-run organization working to form a community among Black student-athletes 

on campus. Their mission is to “form a unified body of Black student-athletes who are 

                                                
8 Throughout this thesis, I constantly used pseudonyms for all descriptors of the current football players’ personal 
information. Everything from hometowns to football positions and fraternity names. 
9 “Native” anthropologist is a term used by to describe anthropologists who study their own native communities. 
Anthropologist Kirin Narayan in her essay, “How Native is a ‘Native’ Anthropologist?”,  challenged notions that 
native anthropologists were inherently biased in their studies due to their insider perspective. 
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committed to advocating for justice and equality in the realm of Duke athletics and the Durham 

community.”  

 

 
 

At the monthly/bi-weekly group meetings, a regularity of 10-15 athletes would show up 

for an hour of discussing issues pertinent to being Black or playing sports. At 7:30 pm on 

Wednesdays or Sundays, they gather together on the 3rd floor of the Yoh Football Center—the 

home of Duke football. Usually seated in a circle or around tables holding Enzo’s pizza, 

conversations were informal and student-led. Even in the presence of a Black advisor—either an 

administrator or well-known faculty member—student-athletes were inclined to use candor, 

which I credit to the absence of a safe space for Black athletes prior to UBA’s existence. From 

these discussions, I observed the participation of the football players. What kind of Black 

football player showed up to an UBA gathering? And what kinds of stories did they share about 

football? How did the discussions held at UBA interfere or coincide with their life as a Duke 

football player?  

Figure 2: Articles from the United Black Athletes 
Constitution 
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK  

Black men are visibly foundational actors in two major industries: hip-hop and sports 

(Neal & Foreman, 2004). The importance of these two particular industries are that they once 

created and now represent the core of Black American culture—both sharing an emphasis on 

rhythm, style, speed, and strength. Yet, African Americans would not become mainstream 

celebrities in the larger American society until white industry heads began commercializing 

localized talent (Neal & Foreman, 2004). In the 70’s, hip-hop beats were spun on the inner-city 

blocks of New York City before East and West coast record companies began looking to invest 

in urban music. Likewise, the 70’s marked the first era of young Black male athletes finally 

transporting their talents from hometowns to big-name PWIs.  

This is, then, an important historic moment in which late capitalism disrupts how much 

agency young Black males have over their talent, as they become enmeshed in larger profit-

driven industries over which they have little control. The so-called athletic-industrial complex 

(Earl Smith, 2009) I study is comparable to the prison-industrial complex in that it circumscribes 

and profits off of the influx of Black men’s bodies and labor to drive enormously profitable 

industries that do not largely enrich the Black community. In this sense, Black male athletes 

since the 70s have made up the working-class laborers, or proletariat, laboring to produce a 

commodity of enormous profit, while the network of mainly white coaches, board members, and 

presidents of the athletic industry, have represented the bourgeoisie, profiting from their labor. 

Looking at how this exploitative relationship enriches not those who labor but those who own 

the means of producing commodities allows me to understand the athletic-industrial complex in 

Marxian terms. 
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As the Super Seven were the 1st cohort of African Americans to play at Duke University 

in 1972, their arrival marks the beginning of the commercialization of the collegiate sports 

industry. As the industry has developed, I want to know what kind of exploitation remains and 

what has changed? Can Marxist theory alone show the ways in which exploitation of these Black 

football players has evolved? Since Marx sees the tension between the proletariat and bourgeoise 

as an un-ending class war, I find that his theory is only useful for showing how the two eras are 

similar not how they are different. I find I must lean on other theories – like identity foreclosure 

and the Conveyor Belt– to show the differences that emerge as the socio-economic situation 

changes. 

What happens to the Black football players whose labor, bodies, and talents suddenly 

become enormously profitable even as they both do not see the windfall of these profits nor 

benefit from the social prestige and sympathies that white athletes do? How does this loss of self-

agency affect their self-identity and social relationships? The author of $40 Million Dollar 

Slaves, William Rhoden (2006), offers us a hypothesis: “But today, when so many black athletes 

have little or no sense of who or what came before, there is no sense of mission, no sense of the 

athlete as part of a larger community, as a foot solider in a larger struggle,” (pg. 3). 

I put Marxist theory in conversation with the Black socio-political landscape immediately 

following the civil rights era, as well as nearly two decades into the 21st century. Whereas both 

eras are characterized by large political unrest, with Black youth activism on the front lines—

evolving from lunch counter sit-ins to #BlackLivesMatter social media campaigns—the 

differences between these eras is evident in the way that student-athletes navigate these racial 

tensions. “Black athletes of an earlier era were forced by upbringing—and circumstance—to see 

themselves as part of a national community,” (pg. 5) writes Rhoden. In the wake of integration, 
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African Americans were visibly united within the white institution. Oppression was experienced 

in similar ways by Black athletes, Black students, Black artists, the Black working-class, and 

Black professionals. So what happened when the late capitalist moment stole Black athletes’ 

agency (like the hip-hop artist)?  

Under the athletic-industrial complex the modern Black athlete is put on what Rhoden  

terms the Conveyor Belt—named after industrial factory assembly lines—the mechanism 

transporting the raw material of “black muscle.” Essentially, the apparatus transports talented 

young Black athletes from their communities to prestigious camps, leagues, and training systems 

owned by white men. The Conveyor Belt is isolating. It works to physically and psychologically 

remove the Black athlete from the fight for racial progress.  

On the Conveyor Belt, contemporary African American athletes fail to see themselves as 

part of the Black historical narrative because they are busy reaping the benefits of the 

commercialized industry, even while being kept in a marginalized position vis this profit-driven, 

white hegemonic industry. It is this alienation of Black student athletes from their labor (in the 

Marxist sense), and from their larger Black community that leads to a constriction of their sense 

of themselves as men, as students, as kin, as activists – indeed as anything other than an athlete. 

It is in this sense that I suggest that present-day Black athletes suffer from what psychologists 

call ‘identity foreclosure.’ 

I understand identity foreclosure to apply to today’s Black athletes more than their 1970s 

counterparts because of the new structural barriers within the commercialized athletic industry 

—larger training facilities, new athlete dorms, and academic centers— crowd out the possibility 

for Black athletes to explore outside the athletic sphere. Identity foreclosure is defined as the 

process by which an individual attaches himself to one aspect of his identity before “one has 
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meaningfully explored other options or engaged in exploratory behavior, such as career 

exploration, talent development, or joining social clubs or interest groups,” (Beamon, 2012; 

Danish et al., 1993; Marcia, 1966). On a college campus, this looks like Black athletes 

disassociating from Black students and any of the activist or cultural clubs. 

It is in the context of this alienation of labor, weakening of bonds within the larger Black 

community, as well as identity foreclosure for competitive college athletes, that this thesis finds a 

shift in the creation of kin-like bonds among Black student-athletes. Fictive kinship is the 

identification of a familial relationship with non-relatives (Chatters & Taylor, 1994). Examples 

of fictive kinship are found in a number of societal arrangements, whether formal or informal, 

and hold a particularly important function for a variety of Black cultural and communal 

experiences (Scannapieco & Jackson, 1996; Mills & Usher, 1999). For marginalized populations, 

fictive kinship functions to provide a unified front against oppressive forces. If a universal 

quality of fictive kin ties is a shared common experience between members, are ties stronger 

when the common experience is deemed harsh?  

When it came to the seven African American football players at Duke University in 1973, 

being a Black male in addition to being a Black football player was an experience so unique that 

forming fictive kin bonds was essential for them. Brotherhood among the small group of Black 

players functioned to help them navigate the culturally and academically challenging 

environment—racially prejudice white professors, football opponents, and administrators— for 

there were only seven Black football players on campus sharing this experience. My research 

explores the way that these ties of fictive kinship—what I call bonds of brotherhood— have 

changed as the historical, cultural, and political context of Black student-athletes have shifted.  
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I wonder why today, the African American football player on Duke’s campus is more 

exploited, thus arguably more oppressed, but their fictive kinship ties are arguably weaker? The 

numbers of present-day Black football players on the Duke team has more than quadrupled. I 

speculate that race, though a major factor, is not the determining factor of brotherhood on Duke 

football because of the way the capitalist intercollegiate enterprise has aided the foreclosure of 

racial identity.  

 

LITERATURE REVIEW   

In order to pursue this research on Black athletes, late liberal capitalism, and brotherhood 

I draw on an interdisciplinary set of literature that foregrounds the way that capitalist exploitation 

and Black solidarity have changed at Duke between 1972 and 2019. 

 
Exploitation 

The intercollegiate athletic enterprise is a multi-million dollar industry in America 

controlled under one governing body: the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA). The 

single, most hypocritical policy held by the NCAA is the imposition of “amateur” status on all 

student-athletes. The organization oversees nearly half a million student-athletes participating 

across three divisions in twenty-four college sports. However, the $900 million being generated 

in annual revenue is primarily made from the success of Division I football and basketball 

programs, or “big-time athletics”10 programs, with over 55% representation by Black males 

(Harper, 2018; Nocera & Strauss, 2016) 

“The NCAA defines amateurism as whatever the NCAA wants it to be,” said Michael 

Rosenberg, editor for Sports Illustrated (citation?). The idea of the amateur is that he plays the 

                                                
10 This terms is used by Duke economist Charles Clotfelter who writes Big Time Sports in American Universities 
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sport for the love of it and not for money. In reality, the NCAA’s tactical use of “amateurism” 

helps them maintain their position as the ruling class, and keep the student-athletes as the 

working class. In exchange for a free education, the athlete signs a contract to provide an athletic 

service—a service the NCAA can commercially exploit and keep all financial benefits. One of 

the most lucrative schemes run by the NCAA is allowing athletic conferences to own television 

contracts with cable networks. To own 12 years of television rights to the college football 

playoffs, ESPN paid $7.3 billion and the players saw none of the money (Nocera & Strauss, 

2016, p. 6).  

The basis of the experiences of Black football players at Duke is defined by amateurism. 

The terms on which they sign to Duke on an athletic scholarship strips away their agency as 

individuals, subjecting them to the authority of the NCAA and school football program. Every 

aspect of their college life—from choosing classes to the time they eat dinner—can be traced 

back to the student-athlete contract. In the 1970’s, the NCAA governing body did not assume as 

much power as it does today, thus part of my research deals with how modern Black male 

athletes deal with a loss of agency.  

Using economic classes as an analogy to explain the unequal labor dynamic between 

athletes and in college athletics has been done by various researchers (Rheenen, 2011 & 2012; 

Hawkins, 2010; Rhoden, 2006; Murty & Roebuck, 2015; Murty & Roebuck, 2014; Hawkins, 

1995). The NCAA and PWIs have been compared to “colonizers” in their superior role, Black 

male athletes as the “colonized” with their inferior status, and the sports complex as the “new 

plantation” (Rhoden, 2006; Hawkins, 2010). Titled $40 Million Slaves, William Rhoden’s (2006) 

book could not paint a more vivid picture of the extent of the exploitation of the Black athlete.  

Not only is Black athletic labor being alienated, but the detriment this labor has on Black bodies 
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must be accounted for as well (Yearwood 2012, p. 18). In terms of structural violence, I focus on 

athletic exploitation in two aspects—abuse of time and injury.  

In another vein, Black athletic bodies are seen to be harmed through the fetish of white 

gaze11.  To better understand the process of exploitation I rely on Marx’s notion of  “commodity 

fetishism”. The capitalistic mode of production is the backdrop upon which this occurs (Marx, 

1867) allowing “the social character of private labour and the social relations between the 

individual workers,” to remain hidden (Marx, 1867, p. 168). This structure makes consumers 

more succumb to fetishizing commodities’ exterior glamor, never acknowledging the labor 

behind it.  The hidden social relationships in college football occurs during the athlete’s training 

practices—the day-to-day grind of practice, recovery, film, meetings—leaving the consumer 

fetishism for game day. Duke fans buy tickets, effectively purchasing players’ athleticism, to 

watch a highly-glamorized performance. The monetary value of Black football players at Duke is 

heavily analyzed within my research, and seen to majorly influence how much these players 

value their own athletic identities.  

 

 
Black Socialization in Sport   

In many African American communities, an athletic identity is being prescribed to Black 

males at an early age under Black cultural ideas about masculinity (Edwards 1984; Rhoden, 

2006; Beamon, 2012; Beamon & Bell 2002; Beamon &Bell 2006; Beamon 2008; Edwards, 

2000; Eitle & Eitle 2002; Harrison & Lawrence 2003; Hoberman 2000; Pascarella et al. 1999; 

Scales 1991; Smith 2007). The Black community and the media have placed such an emphasis 

on athletic success that the self-identity [for young Black males] is shaped by an over 

                                                
11 A term I use in conjunction with white value to describe when white administrators, professors, and coaches 
solely see Black males as athletic, dangerous bodies. 
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identification to the athletic role,” (Moore et al., 2015; Hodge, Burden et al., 2008; Edwards, 

1984; Beamon, 2012, p. 197). Thus, long before the Black male athlete finds his way to 

college—religiously watching NFL and NBA stars every weekend who look like him—he’s 

socialized to believe that sports are his best opportunity at success (Rhoden, 2006). Although the 

main discourse on Black collegiate athletes coming from the “hood” is their pursuit of sports as a 

means to socioeconomic advancement, time and time again research has shown that athletic 

exploitation derails these players from taking full advantage of college academics (Edwards, 

1982; Rhoden, 2006; Smith, 2014) 

The dominant narrative surrounding the Black male student-athlete subjugates them to 

racial stereotypes such as the “Black dumb jock” (Edwards 1984; Smith 2014). Father of 

American physical anthropology, Samuel Morton, would assert the same level of intellectual 

inferiority onto Negros by conducting a study of their cranial measurements (Encyclopedia 

Britannica on Race). This long-standing Western view of African Americans as unintelligent 

finds its way into the classrooms on Duke’s campus. One finds that Black student-athletes 

earning scholarships for football and basketball seen to be struggling with low academic scores, 

is a consequence of inadequate schooling prior to college (Moore et al., 2015; Purdy et al., 1982; 

Siegel, 1994). In previous studies, Critical Race Theory12 was used to interpret how vital social 

support is in the classroom and on campus for Black student-athletes to perform well (Moore et 

al., 2015; Carter-Francique et al., 2013). As integration and commercialization grows in 

intercollegiate athletics, Black student-athletes are more inclined to be wrapped up in their 

athletic identity and alienated from their Black identity (Rhoden, 2006). In my research, I claim 

                                                
12 CRT recognizes that the ills of a white patriarchal societal structure has bled into individual institutions, practices, 
and beliefs. Many researchers have used CRT in studies examining Black male student-athletes in Division I 
athletics (Moore et al., 2015; Bimper et al., 2012; Hodge, Burden et al., 2008; Jones, 1998; Comeaux, 2010; Carter-
Francique et al., 2013; Singer, 2002). 
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that solidarity among Black Duke professors, students, and athletes in the 70’s helped football 

players fight this alienation, but over the decades with the loss of integration, this solidarity has 

faded hence a weakening of Black football players’ racial identities.  

 
Identity Foreclosure 

The term Conveyor Belt is invented by Sociologist William Rhoden in his book $40 

Million Dollar Slaves. Rhoden defines it as “a “process by which athletic gold is mined and 

distributed largely to the benefit of white institutions and individuals in the billion-dollar sports 

industry. Rhoden suggests that the Conveyor Belt funnels hundreds of thousands of talented 

young Black athletes from hometown sports leagues to big-time recruiting showcases and elite 

training camps, track to top Division I college athletics (Rhoden 2006, p. 176). It’s a crippling 

and isolating system as athletes are trained to seek individual glory all while being spoon-fed 

responsibilities.  “The ‘Belt’ creates young African American millionaires but reinforces a 

“white is right” mentality that prevents athletes from galvanizing power” meaning that young 

Black athletes are failing to see themselves as leaders,” (Rhoden, 2006, p. 193).  

For modern African American athletes, it physically removes them from their 

community, alienates them from culture, and lets them reap the benefits of a white-powered 

sports machine. During this process, identity foreclosure works to keep Black athletes as 

functional laborers, and nothing more. As stated beforehand, identity foreclosure is the process in 

which an individual attaches to only one aspect of their identity. In this case, it is the athletic 

identity that takes precedence for Black male student-athletes (Beamon, 2012; Danish et al., 

1993; Marcia, 1966). 
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As I will describe throughout Chapter 1, although these players are attending a higher 

education institution , most often than not they are not able to take full advantage of the 

academics because of athletic obligations (Beamon, 2012; Smith, 2014; Singer, 2008).  

Existing research has looked at how identity foreclosure in student-athletes13, is caused 

by an over-commitment of time to athletics, and can result in athletes under-prepared for careers  

(Baillie & Danish, 1992; Pearson & Petitpas, 1990; Murphy, 1996; Chartrand and Lent 1987). 

Since only 2.4% of student-athletes to end up in the NFL and NBA, it is problematic for such an 

emphasis to be placed on their athletic abilities (Harper, 2018). The overemphasizing of Black 

males’ athletic identities is simultaneously deflating their academic identity (Smith, 2014; 

Bimper, 2011; Singer, 2008). Literature identifying “psychological, social, structural, and 

institutional factors” affecting Black student-athletes at PWIs and HBCUs points to 

aforementioned cultural beliefs, but suggests an intensification for athletes in predominantly-

white spaces (Moore et al., 2015; Hodge, Bennett et al., 2013; Wenglinsky, 1996). Black male 

student-athletes engaging in Division I football at PWI’s hold stronger athletic identities than 

their white counterparts (Harrison et. al, 2011) as they navigate “the dualism of [their]racial and 

athletic identities [both being] subject to prejudice and discrimination,” (Steinfeldt et al., 2010, p. 

3; Moore et. al, 2015).  

Inside of an oppressive school environment, one starts to see Black peer networks (Tatum 

2003) form among Black students. Whereas this research finds the existence of a collective 

identity among Black male students in predominantly white spaces, I hope to analyze how Black 

male student-athletes look to build their own too. I seek to explain how the peer network Black 

                                                
13 Note: Most research on identity foreclosure is about student-athletes not Black male student-athletes 
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football players establish serves as an even greater social and emotional support system (Jackson 

& Hui, 2017) that these relationships more closely resemble fictive kinship.  

 

Fictive Kinship   
Perhaps one area of literature understudied within the context of college sports is fictive 

kinship. An anthropological term, “fictive kinship” is the recognition of kinship among 

individuals who are not related by blood or marriage (Chatters, Taylor, & Jayakody, 1994; 

Sussman, 1976). For Black Americans, fictive kinship has been normalized through the 

extension of the family network to include unrelated individuals since slavery, thus some 

researchers view fictive kinship as a response to racism (Chatters, Taylor, & Jayakody, 1994; 

Mills, Usher, & McFadden, 1999; Patterson, 1967; Guttman, 1976; Alexakos, Jones, & 

Rodriguez, 2011). Fictive kinship is advantageous for minorities because of the social support it 

provides (Fordham, 1987). Fordham & Ogbu  (1986) use fictive kinship to construct the 

framework of their study on the role of collective identity regarding the success of Black 

students in school. Though it has been witnessed among African-American college students at 

HBCUs and at PWIs (Brooks & Allen, 2016; Alexakos, Jones, & Rodriguez, 2011), for those 

students inside a white-cultured environment, bonds between Black students have functioned not 

only to negate racial persecution (Jackson & Hui, 2017; Solórzano, Ceja, & Yosso, 2000) , but 

also to fulfill the need for family-like relationships and the personal and emotional support that 

comes along with it (Jackson & Hui, 2017). The formation of a brotherhood was arguably the 

most significant aspect of the historical Black Duke football players experience, providing them 

with immense support during a racially isolating era at Duke. How have these fictive kin ties 

evolved over the decades for the current Black football players whose numbers have multiplied 

by 5x? 
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Chapter 1, White Value, White Gaze, begins with the exploitation of Black football 

players at Duke, by looking at the recruitment of Black athletes for solely economic reasons. One 

finds that the Black football players are expected to over-commit to athletic duties leaving their 

academic potential underestimated. In Chapter 2, Black Strength, Black Solidarity, strong 

solidarity within the African American community on Duke’s campus is seen to disintegrate as 

modern athletes begin culturally disassociating themselves. Chapter 3, Brotherly Love brings 

together a culmination of the topics introduced in the first two chapters to address the idea of 

fictive kinship or brotherhood. Once a symbol of safety, unity, and love, brotherhood appears to 

hold a new meaning for the athletes of the contemporary era.  
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Chapter 1 :   White Value, White Gaze 
 

 
Figure 3: : Image from Washington Post article titled “College sports exploits unpaid black 

athletes” 

 

INTRODUCTION  

“I just bought an E-V-A!” Devon’s face lights up with this exclamation. I figure he’s 

talking about camera equipment since we are discussing his VMS14 capstone film project, but 

I’m not positive. “It’s one of the newest Canon cameras,” he adds, assuming the continued 

silence to be an indicator of my befuddlement. It would have been impossible for him to see the 

puzzled look on my face as he was sitting on the floor up against the couch while I towered over 

top of him twisting his hair. This was quite possibly the only time in my life I was ever going to 

tower over a six-foot, 300-pound man. With each comb parting, his blondish-charcoal curls 

spiraled into neat two-strand locks at the mercy of my conditioner-creamed hands.  

I was only beginning to understand this booming fad of Black players on the Duke 

football team twisting up their lengthy, kinky hair, and maybe Devon was unaware of how much 

his mixed Hispanic ethnicity made his soft curls resist these locking styles. The tedious hair 

event was made bearable by the television show, Westworld, humming in the background of our 

discussion of dream careers. “I wish you could have come to the networking event last 

                                                
14 Visual Media Studies is an arts major at Duke University. 
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weekend,” I sigh, already knowing he had to miss it playing a game in Miami. In just a few 

hours, he was off to another hotel onto the next game. As the only creative arts pursuer on the 

football team, narrating, producing, and patenting his own films, Devon’s academic interests 

have conflicted with his athletic responsibilities making it nearly impossible for him to do both. 

“I’m just too tired to get creative in my free time. I’d rather sleep when I can,” he laughs. One 

day he hoped to be a big-time independent filmmaker, but that would have to wait. Who has time 

to write movies when mandatory team events end around 8 p.m. in the evening and the alarm 

clock is set for 5:45 a.m. wake-up for morning practice every day? 

Devon’s struggle to create a unique academic career while playing Division I football is 

not only shared by current players on the Duke team, but also past football players of the 1977 

class. Highly regimented schedules, looming demands from coaches, and misconstrued advice 

from academic coordinators15, are all devices controlling the lives of present-day Black male 

athletes. In this chapter, I explore the effect of the white hegemonic athletic space on the self-

identities of Black football players. I am interested in problematizing how their identities as 

athletically-gifted and intellectually-inferior are prescribed onto them before they step foot on 

Duke’s campus. Through the examination of ethnographic data from Duke Chronicle16 articles 

with interviews of alumni and current football players, I find that their athletic-centered identities 

at Duke have largely been influenced by the expectations of their white coaches, professors, and 

counterparts on campus. White value, is the institutional value placed onto Black football players 

                                                
15 Academic coordinators differ from academic advisors, as they are administrators working in the Athletic 
department, solely responsible for the academic performance of assigned athletic teams. They work closely with the 
coaches and the NCAA. 
16 The Chronicle is Duke University’s independent-run, student newspaper. Founded in 1905, the paper serves to 
provide media content relevant to Duke life and student-centered issues. 
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and white gaze describes the stereotyping of Black football players underneath the white elite 

institution.  

I begin this chapter by describing the context in which Black athletes became more 

desirable for PWI athletic programs over the years, and how the recruitment process for the 

football program at Duke was more prone to recruiting Black athletic talent. I then proceed to 

demonstrate the role of the Black coach to recruit the Black players, and how the coach-athlete 

relationship over the decades has shifted from personal to professional.  

I contend that the modern-day Black coach is now an instrument of the intercollegiate 

enterprise. Lastly, I explore the labor relationship between the university and Black male 

athletes, and using Billy Hawkins’ argument about the “new planation,” I show how Black Duke 

football players in the 70’s and in 2019 have been exploited in terms of their time, bodies, and 

academic pursuits. Yet, I find the Super Seven sought to reclaim agency over their exploited 

minds and bodies, and perhaps identity foreclosure explains why Black football players today do 

not take back their agency.  

 

 

EARLY RECRUITING STRUGGLES  

On April 10th, 1969 the headline “Why aren’t there more at Duke?” was placarded across 

the front of the campus newspaper (Duke Chronicle, vol. 64, no. 117 1969). It was a rally cry, a 

call for a rise in the number of Black athletes wearing the Duke jersey. With only five African 

Americans across all of Duke’s athletic teams, the concern was not about the University’s 

responsibility to address racial inequalities but instead about fear of falling behind in athletic 

performance. There was reason to believe that more Black athletes equated to more success. The 

Heisman Trophy— an award for the best collegiate football player—would be awarded to a 
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Black athlete for the next eight consecutive seasons (Edwards, 1982). Beginning in 1991, every 

“Power 5”17 Conference school would consistently win every NCAA Division I championship in 

football and men’s basketball (except for two of the sixty-five universities).  

“While Black athletes may not be the magic cure for a sloppy team, it is a fact that no 
great athletic power in this country is without Black athletes.” 

-Association of African Students at Duke University (1971)  

 “The greatest weakness in this year’s football team seems to be a lack of speed,” writes 

sports editor, Jon Wallas, in 1965 while analyzing the Duke team’s performance. “What Duke 

must do in the future is look for the fast Negro halfback in their recruiting,” (Duke Chronicle, 

vol. 61, no. 17, 1965). What Wallas failed to recognize was that Duke administrators were 

indeed seeking out the speed and strength of Black male athletes, but the trouble lay in attracting 

them to a private southern academic institution such as Duke University. Eventually, the white 

head coaches would come to understand that they would need a Black coach to increase the 

number of Black recruits.  

 

 THE ROLE OF THE BLACK COACH 

1959-1972 
There was no doubt Mike McGee was a legend. A brawny white male with explosive 

speed, McGee was the fastest player on the 1959 Duke football team. Time Magazine named the 

North Carolina kid an All-American, and in the same year he won the Outland Trophy and 

                                                
17 The “Power 5”conferences are the top 5 powerhouses in college football. Altogether they hold 64 Division I 
school programs. The conferences include the following: the Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC), Big Ten Conference 
(B1G), Big 12 Conference, Pac-12 Conference, and Southeastern Conference (SEC). 
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Athlete of the Year (National Football Foundation & College Hall of Fame, 2019). After retiring 

from the NFL, McGee decided to return to his alma mater to coach. It was said of McGee, that 

“having been a fine athlete himself, and thus having played with some of the best in professional 

sports,” he was willing to appreciate the “abilities of Black athletes despite a Duke tradition 

which says win or lose, keep the team white,” (Duke Chronicle, vol. 67, no. 56, 1971). Yet, 

despite his reputable playing career, McGee was unsuccessful at recruiting classes of Black 

football players by himself.  

In 1969, only four Black football players from the South signed to Duke, and none from 

the North. At this point in history, Duke football had no Black coaches on staff. When Duke 

basketball head coach, Bucky Waters, hired assistant coach Jim Lewis in 1971, he was 

compensated with increased monetary contributions from a white business executive in North 

Carolina. The white executive wrote in his letter to Waters that he hoped “Coach McGee would 

find his own Black assistant,” (Director of Athletics Records. Duke University Archives).  

A year later, McGee would find his very own Black assistant, Bishop Harris—a ripe 28-

year-old from Fayetteville, North Carolina looking to complete a Masters’ degree while 

coaching18. Bishop’s first year at Duke was the Super Seven’s senior year in high school, and he 

recruited every single one of them. Michael Bennett remembered meeting Bishop in his family 

home. “Most of us ended up coming to Duke because Bishop came to our house and ate!” he 

exclaimed. Upon hearing this, Earl remarked with disappointment, “I think I was the only one 

whose home Bishop didn’t come to for dinner…I think McNair visited me.” Michael Bennett 

was surprised. “OH REALLY?! Hmm… okay.” I sensed the disbelief in Michael’s voice. If he 

had remembered Bishop Harris’ visit to be the highlight of his recruiting process, I’m sure it was 

                                                
18 This coaching position is called a GA or graduate assistant. The graduate student fulfills  their “assistantship” or 
employment at the university to coach in exchange for tuition payment. 
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hard to rationalize choosing Duke without it. The many evenings Coach Harris would pull up a 

chair to the dinner table where Black recruits and their families gathered over collard greens, 

rolls, and BBQ pork were countless.  

Tony Benjamin: Coach Harris joined my family for dinner, and we didn’t even talk about 
Duke, football, or anything else… just talked about normal things, that Black people 
would talk about over dinner. And as a matter fact, we ended up talking until about 10 
o’clock at night. At that time, I had such a high comfort level with Coach Harris that I 
agreed to come [visit] right away.  
 
Young Bishop Harris would change the course of Duke football recruiting for many years 

to come. Of the Super Seven, three Black players were recruited from the No. 1 and No. 2 high 

school football teams in the nation.  

 
Michael Bennett: In one year, Duke shifted from having all white running backs to all 
[freshmen] Black running backs. We were nicknamed on campus the “Black backs”.  

 
 

Bishop Harris was a phenomenal recruiter because his position as a Black football coach 

allowed him to sell the university for what it could do for Black football players beyond the 

game. His whole life, Harris had learned to use football as a vehicle for socio-economic mobility, 

and this was a lesson he passed on to his players. He taught them how to be a good man, stand up 

for what they believe in, and overcome obstacles in every facet of life. In essence, Harris served 

as a father figure for the Super Seven. In Chapter 2, I delve into further detail about how the 

intricacies of the relationship between Black players and Black coaches at Duke has changed. 

Bishop didn’t just recruit anyone. “Their families were good,” he recalled, “I’d go up there to 

sign them, and they’d pull me aside and say ‘Coach, now, take care of my son.’” And he did just 

that.  
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2019  
“Ohhh! Coach D19 is a great recruiter! He is GREAT at his job.” Trey shook his head, 

while some of the football players laughed at the painful truth he just admitted. “I’ve realized 

he’s never told a lie,” Johnathon began, gathering his thoughts, “It’s just that he knows exactly 

how to pitch it, so it sounds great. He says all the right things, at the right time, in the right way.” 

Trey and Johnathon sat across each other at the same table during the UBA (United Black 

Athletes) meeting, their frowns identical enough for there to have been a mirror between them. I 

saw the disbelief on their faces, a very different expression than what I witnessed with Michael 

Bennett.  

Across the NCAA, 86% of head college football coaches are white (NCAA 

Demographics Database, 2018), yet diversity is not lacking for assistant coaches. Black 

representation is prominent in these lower coaching positions, and many currently handle the 

recruiting process for their programs. These two Black football players—Johnathon and Trey 

who were now seniors on the team—felt Coach D, an assistant Black Duke football coach, was a 

manipulative recruiter. “He’s all about keeping it professional,” Johnathon explained to the rest 

of the UBA group members. “Keeping it professional” was the opposite of how the historic 

players had described their recruiting process. The days of 4-hour dinners, political table talk, 

and hugs with a recruit’s mother are long gone. As professionals, the assistant coaches 

discouraged Trey from joining a Black fraternity, so he could focus on football, but after 

becoming a fraternity man, used his fraternity membership as a selling point for prospective 

Black players. It was also the reason they didn’t buy Johnathon a cake for his birthday because 

parties only happened with recruits in town.  

                                                
19 Pseudonym for the Duke football coach 
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 By way of an increased commercialized NCAA, the building of modern infrastructure in 

athletic programs allows for the hiring of numerous assistant coaches on staff today. Functioning 

as a billion-dollar business, professionalism in Division I football recruiting is simply a 

byproduct. If the recruiter can successfully purchase a kid’s athleticism, they add (monetary) 

value to the football program. At PWI’s in particular, the “presumed role of the African 

American student athlete is a valued sports commodity,” (Davis 1995, 679; Brooks & Althouse 

2013, 172). However, in this case with Coach D, one sees a Black coach engage in valuing Black 

athletic talent, whereas Coach Harris in the 70’s was not concerned about the capital. Inside of 

modern intercollegiate athletics, someone like Coach D cannot worry about assuming a fatherly 

position in the lives of his prospective and current Black male athletes when he works within a 

commercialized sports industry. This is a glaring example in which the nature of the social 

relationship between Black football players and Black coaches is no longer the same.  

 

EXPLOITING BLACK LABOR   

1973 
The air is hot and stuffy, trapped inside of the office on the top floor of the Duke athletic 

department building. Tom Butters, the athletic director, sits behind a desk stacked high with 

letters delivered throughout the Summer. It’s a slow afternoon, so Tom decides he’ll pass time 

opening the envelopes and reading the letters. Most envelopes are sealed with a stamp imprinting 

North Carolina Manpower Development Corporation across the white flap. He begins to read:  

 
 “…I did some checking with friends. They offered the following information: Jeff Early is 
probably not good enough for Duke. The 270-pounder, on the other hand, is supposed to be one 
hell of a football player. He’s the son of a State Trooper with fair grades. His one problem would 
seem to be a recent arrest for marijuana possession.  
 He has also seen a couple of games involving Louisa, Virginia High School, an AA 
league school. He says Buzz Hollins, a 212-pound defensive end, looks awfully good. Also, a 
running back named Brown, who sounds like an Art Gore type…” 
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The letter is signed by company President, George B. Autry, dating back to May of 1973. 

Autry had the power to involve himself within Duke football’s internal affairs proving to be a 

resourceful scouter of top high-school recruits (Director of Athletics Records. Duke University 

Archives). In Autry’s letters, he offers data such as a player’s weight, age, career stats, 

personality traits—sometimes venturing into sharing rumors about the athlete’s family drama. In 

looking at the rhetoric used in the letter, phrases like “270-pounder” and “Art Gore type”—

referring to the Super Seven member’s size and shape— ascribe value onto the Black male 

athlete in terms of body stature. This is an instance where “commodity fetishism” comes into 

question. While the recruiters are essentially purchasing athleticism as the commodity, is there 

still something to be said for the way these Black male bodies are fetishized in the language of 

the letters?  

 
Earl Cook: The experience of having more Black athletes [at Duke] for the sports 
program… I don't think they did that altruistically, just so they could see us running 
around in uniforms. They wanted to win—which is what they were finding all over the 
country—if you weren't taking any Black athletes in, you were getting your hind-parts 
kicked… They were smart recruiters. They treated us well, but also, it's the business side 
of winning.  

 
 The moment white recruiters saw the Black male body as a valuable commodity, white 

gaze took root. The Black football player brought to an institution like Duke University is there 

to produce an athletic product, and is therefore measured by standards of athletic prowess. With 

commodity fetishism, the economic relationship takes precedence over the social relationships 

involved during the production process. I refer to the production process as the Black football 

player’s collegiate career. During this time, their development off the field is not valued. 

Commodity fetishism allows for consideration of Black football players’ health, time, and 

academic interests to be dismissed.  
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2019  

My knuckles thump lightly on the chipped paint apartment door. Rita and I listen for the 

faint tap of crutches, but the door swings open and Shaun is staring back at us balancing on one 

leg. “Come in!” he exclaims. “Shaun…” I stop myself, realizing he’d heard enough of people 

telling him to be on crutches 24/7, “…it’s nice to see you,” I say instead. After all, we had come 

to bring warm greetings to the defensive linebacker after his surgery. “I’m glad to see both of 

you!” he smiles again, then limps back to his leather recliner chair to play video games. 

Suddenly, a waft of Asian cuisine makes its way into the living room. Peering around the corner, 

I find Vincent tossing a dozen dumplings around in a pan. “Vincent!!!! I didn’t know you 

cooked! Let me know next time so I can come over for a free dinner!” I joke. Vincent looked the 

most relaxed I had seen him in a long time, chilling by the stove in a pair of basketball shorts and 

a do-rag20. As a fifth-year senior, busy finishing academic credits and dealing with chronic 

injury, I rarely bumped into him on campus. “Nuh uh. Y’ALL lemme know when Y’ALL cook!! 

Ya nigga is broke…seriously. My scholarship money hasn’t come in.” He turns to find a plate 

for his dumplings. “Wait, what do you mean? We’re three weeks into classes though?” I ask 

confused how he had no money. Just a few months ago, Duke football had played at the 

Independence Bowl in Louisiana, a televised match that had attracted over 27,000 fans21.  “I 

know, but they had to hold it for some reason,” he shrugged, then passed me the plate of 

appetizers.  

Under amateur code, the NCAA rules the student-athlete is ineligible to receive pay. In 

maintaining that student-athletes are not professional athletes but rather amateur athletes working 

towards an education, it allows for the NCAA to monetarily exploit the labor of the athletes. 

                                                
20 A head scarf 
21 Number according to a tweet by an Associated Press sports reporter on December 27, 2018 
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Head coach salaries round above $3 million, and Black football players receive an occasional 

backpack or pair of headphones from the conference Bowl game (Harper, 2018). Walter Byers, 

the founding executive director of the NCAA, made this famous statement years later at an 

awards ceremony:  

"It doesn't take any great genius to understand that what was real in 1956 can hardly be 
remembered in the gross commercial climate of intercollegiate athletics today. And I 
attribute that to the neo-plantation mentality that exists on the campuses of our country 
and in the conference offices and in the NCAA, that the rewards belong to the overseers 
and the supervisors.”   
 

 Author Billy Hawkins (2010) asserts this same argument about the neo-plantation 

mentality in his book The New Plantation. As a former athlete himself, Hawkins positions Black 

male student-athletes inside of an American history mounted on the exploitation of colonized 

people of color (Bateman, 2011; Hawkins, 2010, p. 13). In thinking about the racial demographic 

makeup of the “intercollegiate athletic empire”, one continues to find Black athletes sitting at the 

bottom of the pyramid with white authorities reigning on top (Ross, 2004, pg. 121). Of the 

“Power 5” conference schools, collegiate head basketball and football coaches are 88.1% white, 

school athletic directors are 84.8% white, with conference commissioners being 100% white 

(Harper, 2018, p. 8). On the contrary, Black male athletes are making up 55% of “Power 5” 

football teams (Harper, 2018, p. 3). In this neo-colonial relationship, Hawkins believes there is 

symbiotic mutualism as the “colonizer” or athletic department needs Black athletic talent to 

prosper, while the “colonized” or Black athlete needs the scholarship to pay for school. 

(Bateman, 2011; Hawkins, 2010, p. 45).  For Vincent, he relies on the scholarship money from 

Duke university to pay for apartment rent and groceries. Yet, the Bowl Championship Series he 

plays in, profits the ACC conference by over $100 million. In Hawkins’ eyes, policy reform 
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would not mean paying student-athletes salaries, but would include some kind of living stipend 

for the players while playing under the NCAA.  

 

 

NO DAYS OFF  

1973 
Sunshine and 70° weather meant picnic blankets, bottles of beer, hips swinging and feet 

bopping to the funky sounds of disco. Stevie Wonder’s “Superstition” is booming through the 

radio on the meadow grass in front of Duke chapel. For the Black students with a break from 

afternoon classes, this was a time to be social and enjoy the sounds and smells of Spring. Three 

relaxing hours of their melanin skin soaking up the Vitamin D from the sun’s rays. Michael 

Bennett finishes class at 2 o’clock and heads right to the quad. He finds that Earl, Tony, and 

Chuck are all waiting for him there, standing far from the music and beer. “Let’s go,” Tony calls 

and the troupe follows. “You got the dread?” Earl asks Mike. “Yeahhhh... I got the dread,” Mike 

nods as they let Tony lead the way to Spring ball practice.  

 
Earl: There was no downtime! It didn’t exist. That was the first thing that was obvious. 
When you say, ‘Was this a business?’ in a sense, yes! Because you’re obligated to do it.  
 

 
The “dread” Mike and Earl referred to was the dread of having to attend athletic practice. 

Athletic obligations interfered with free time, and additionally class time. Earl explained further 

how they would leave on a Thursday if, say they played at Florida on Saturday. This travel 

schedule was not far from what it looks like today. The highly regulated lifestyle is common 

among many DI athletic programs, yet when it comes to Black male student-athletes it 

negatively affects them to a greater extent (Beamon, 2012). The opportunity to come to Duke 
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University is seen as a huge advantage, until they realize they don’t have the opportunity to 

develop and pursue personal or career interests in the midst of playing their sport.  

 
Michael Bennett: You’re so tied up doing sports, practice, games, class, there wasn’t 
much time else except for some basic socialization. 
 

When Mike McGee promised Super Seven member, Barry Oliver that he wouldn’t be just 

an athlete, but a student-athlete at Duke University, he was only repeating the promise the 

NCAA claims to uphold for all collegiate athletes. The rhetoric used by the institution, 

specifically the term student-athlete, allows for NCAA authorities to claim that collegiate 

athletes cannot be compared to full-time employees like professional athletes since they are part-

time students too (Nocera & Strauss 2016). One would believe the dual identity implies an even 

divide between the time dedicated to being an “athlete” as well as a “student”, but this is a 

falsity. Duke football players under the modern intercollegiate athletic empire, struggle 

managing the demanding hours of the competitive Division I sport with the elite academic 

standards of the university. The athletic institution is built to help Black football players win 

games not perform well in school.  

 

 
2019  

It’s rare that I run into Marcus on campus and he’s not hustling to get somewhere. The 

rigorous timetables for current football players are arguably more strenuous than the 1970s 

players’ schedules. Coaches and academic coordinators require Black male athletes to take on 

additional schedule requirements such as tutoring hours and training table dinners, so much so, 

their entire day is filled. Earlier in the chapter, I mentioned Devon’s desire to sleep instead of 

brainstorming new ideas for independent film projects—his exact words, “I’m just too tired to 
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get creative.”  One would imagine the Spring schedule being less intense perhaps because it is 

the football off-season, but there is just as much regulation. Last spring, Trey asked his head 

coach if he could try out for the Duke Track & Field’s sprint squad since football season had 

concluded for the year. “We still want you to focus on football,” was the answer and he was not 

the least bit surprised. Still, Trey figured he’d ask again the next year, and ended up receiving an 

affirmative answer. From the perspective of Trey’s coaches, if Trey spends his time training in 

another sport he’s wasting time he could be spending on football training. It’s the old proverb, 

time is money. Whether Trey knows it nor not, he’s trapped inside an athletic-industrial complex 

that values his time when the investment is in the revenue-building football program.  

Figure 4:  2019 Duke Football Player Off-Season Schedule 

 

THE PRESSURE TO PLAY  

There is no question, the All-Americans and MVPs of the team are regarded as "most 

valuable” in the coach’s eyes. The philosophy of wanting the best athletes to play has always 

existed, but as a consequence, it has led to injured starters reentering games prematurely. In this 

case, the idea of athletic exploitation is the abuse of an athlete’s body to capitalize on the rate of 

athletic production.  

Marcus’ Wednesday (Fall) Schedule   
  5:30 am         Wake-up 
6:05 am                    Go to training room for  stretch/tape/hydration test 

6:30 am                 Go to team locker room  

7:10-8:30 am         Meetings/ film 

8:35-10:30 am       Practice 

1:25-4:20 pm         Classes  

5:00-5:45 pm        Training table  

6:15-8:45 pm         Class  
9:00 pm-                Homework  
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Earl Cook: You go to the med room before, at halftime, and after the game. The med 
room took care of everything so you could play. I saw a linebacker go through the med 
room for all eleven games, okay?   
 
The med room is the team training room where physical therapists treat athletes.  “Does 

everyone remember Tony?” Cook asked the Super Seven members during our conference call. I 

assumed he was not referring to the Tony Benjamin who was on the line. “Mmhmm!” was the 

unanimous answer. “Well, Michelle,” Earl began, “Tony had to be shot up before, at halftime, 

and after the game.” I chuckled when I heard this. As far as being “shot up”, most players had to 

be injected with a numbing solution called Lidocaine.  

 
Earl Cook: I broke off my thumb on Wednesday, had an operation Wednesday night, 
wrapped it Thursday, and played Florida on Saturday. The pressure was to play!  

 
The pressure was to play. When Cook repeated this slogan, another slew of “mm-

hmmms” erupted in the background. The feeling was synonymous among the players. It was 

agreed that today, the athlete has better tools at his disposal to manage his injuries. But, as Tony 

Benjamin stated, “it still doesn't change the general lexicon about how the athlete is managed.” 

 Looking at how the Duke football coaches operate today, not much has changed.  I 

thought back to my conversation with Devon during our hair-twisting session. We had discussed 

the ever-growing list of injuries on the 2018 Duke football team. “So why is Ty still out?” Ty 

had been a starting Black running back since his sophomore year. “He really needs shoulder 

surgery,” Devon asserted. “Well, why hasn’t he gotten it yet?” I asked with such naivety. It 

didn’t make sense why he was walking on the sidelines with an injured shoulder if there was a 

viable solution? “The coaches want him to wait until the season is over,” I heard him say. I 

figured out why when I saw him run onto the field a few weeks later. I was surprised to see him 

dressed in full pads to execute a run play without a shoulder brace. Even Shaun had played on 
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and off throughout the entire football season with an ACL injury. Though football season ended 

back in December, it was now February and Shaun was still limping on crutches—his recovery 

delayed by months.  

Sometimes the head coach’s need to play the more favorable starters in a game is at the 

detriment of a player’s health. With the authority head coaches carry, these Black male athletes 

barely have any agency over their injured bodies—another issue of them being commodified. 

Viewing the Black student-athlete as separate from the commodified talent they produce only 

perpetuates the abuse of their bodies. Not to say this is not an issue with every athletic program, 

but simply considering a racial dynamic, compounds the issue.   

 

NO “BLACK DUMB JOCKS” AT DUKE   

2019 
Marcus: I(‘ve) call(ed) my mom crying! I’m in tears like “I don’t even mess with these 
folks! I’m minding my business. I make good grades. I don’t bother yall. WHYYYYY? 
And it really just opened my eyes… like there ain’t no room for a Black man here. 
Especially a Black male athlete. 
 
The summer after Marcus’ freshman year, he and his teammates returned from a visit to 

Charlotte, North Carolina. Marcus was driving his truck up to the Blue Zone parking lot blasting 

hip-hop music, when a Duke lawyer spotted him. Allegedly, the lawyer saw Marcus and heard 

him scream “I’ll f*** you up” at him, then proceeded to tell the Duke football coaches. The next 

day, Marcus was called into the coach’s office. “For a while, my coach was believing that story!” 

he said in disbelief. “He had me up against the wall like ‘Why would you do something like 

this?’ I had to fight my way to tell him, ‘Coach, I did not do this!’” The fact that Marcus’ coach 

thought he had acted in such a contemptible manner hurt his feelings. How was it his own coach 

sought to criminalize him as a Black man like mainstream society did?  
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Walking around campus, Marcus says he feels the need to have at least a half-smile on 

his face, otherwise, he claims the white students assume he’s “dangerous”. The idea that a Black 

man “performs” his masculinity differently based on the cultural or social context has been 

explored in depth by scholar Bryant Alexander in his book Performing Black Masculinity: Race, 

Culture, and Queer Identity. As Black men cross between the boundaries of public, hegemonic 

spaces and private, autonomous spaces, they are constantly shifting how they perform their 

identity. The expectations within a predominantly white space forces Black male athletes to 

behave in a manner that would be deemed as culturally-appropriate. As an academic, Alexander 

spends a good deal of his research studying the university space. He claims for it to be “a 

contested terrain where Black folk (and other traditionally marginalized “others”) must negotiate 

competing constructions of identity… from community to campus to foreground the particularity 

of racial experience and embodiment,” (Alexander, 2016, p. 37 & 38). Stereotypes about Black 

men follow them around campus and even inside the classroom. When Marcus received an A on 

his midterm for his “Theory & Society” class, he heard some of the white students who’d earned 

B’s grumble about him making a better grade.  

Marcus: I feel like [the white students] never take credit for how good of a student some 
of the football players actually are. Kids, they be lookin’ at us like we don’t deserve to be 
here.  
 
Research suggests that Division I Black male athletes are more susceptible to having their 

academic identity tainted (Singer 2008; Smith 2014). Sociologist Harry Edwards22 claims Black 

student-athletes aren’t just burdened by the stereotype “dumb jock”—an identity prescribed onto 

all athletes who’ve received athletic scholarships from universities—but that they must combat 

racist stereotypes about Black intellectual inferiority too (Edwards, 1984). Edwards continues on 

                                                
22 Edwards is a sociology professor at University of California, Berkeley whose studies on African American 
athletes since the 1970’s have been foundational to the discourse.  
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by speaking on how the “Black dumb jock” stereotype is perpetuated by white coaches and 

authorities resulting in lower academic standards. In the case of the modern intercollegiate 

enterprise, the academic coordinator gained more sovereignty over an athlete’s class schedule. It 

is not uncommon for an academic coordinator to suggest easier classes to their athletes with their 

heavy training load.  

Beamon (2012) attributes this exact prejudice as to why Black male student-athletes are 

more susceptible to identity foreclosure. She explains that while an athlete may choose to self-

identify with his athletic identity more, social reinforcement is occurring simultaneously. If their 

academic identity is now underemphasized, has this shifted how they see themselves in relation 

to other students on campus? Can this explain why Black male student-athletes do not tend to 

identify with Black students on campus? Yet, talking to sophomores Marcus Daniels and Harold 

Thomas, I found they did not have foreclosed academic identities after receiving positive 

reinforcement from professional developers and Black professors. Marcus says he takes pride in 

his academics, “just to show them that I’m somebody other than a football player!” because one 

day he won’t play football forever. Harold is on track to graduate in three years—against the 

advice of his academic coordinator—in order to complete a Master’s degree in his fourth year at 

Duke. In Harold’s case, a Black Duke professor suggested he accelerate his undergraduate 

studies since the year-round football training schedule lets him take summer courses. One finds 

this kind of advice is rarely coming from academic coordinators. In Chapter 2, I demonstrate the 

importance of Black Duke professors from the 70’s to now in helping combat identity 

foreclosure.  
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1973  

Barry: I saw people would sometimes make a pre-determined conclusion or judgement 
about how well you can do academically if you’re an athlete. And a lot of times, I didn't 
get a lot of encouragement from those guidance counselors or people who were looking 
over what I was doing.  
 
Barry claimed it was his own self determination that made him claim his chemistry 

major, and declare if football didn’t work out he was going to medical school. Upon hearing that 

he was pre-med, Coach Mike McGee offered some advice to Barry.  “Don't take all your lab 

courses during football season. Go to summer school and take them,” he said knowing Barry 

wanted to double up in chemistry and calculus his first semester. “You just can't do that! It's not 

conducive to playing football to take all those.” McGee knew that if Barry was to fully commit 

to his Division I football obligations, he wouldn’t be able to handle a rigorous class load.  

Teammate Tony Benjamin came to Duke with intentions of majoring in Computer 

Science, but after becoming a starting freshman All-American he found couldn’t handle the lab 

schedule with training hours. In the end, he decided to major in Management Science. For Barry 

and Tony, advice to lessen or completely avoid STEM classes made graduating more feasible, 

but too often advice to “ease the class load” is given to student-athletes by their academic 

advisors and coaches. It is fair to assert that anytime Black male athletes are “impeded or 

counseled against taking courses that would lead to responsible and direct progress toward a 

degree,” this is academic exploitation (Figler 1981, Brooks & Althouse, 2013, p. 173).  

Having white professors look down on their academic capabilities was also something Black 

football players were dealing with in the 70’s. “Back in the day, Black players weren’t supposed 

to say be saying things like ‘I’m going to be a doctor,’” Barry confessed.  

 
Tony: I only had two Professors who specifically told me ‘Don't take my class,’ and one 
was a Psych course that had earned a reputation [for being difficult]. He pretty much told 
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all the football players don't take my class, saying ‘Any of you that are not psychology 
majors and not prepared for a rigorous semester, I would advise you to leave the room 
now.’ And I think half the room got up and left.  
 
“Yeah I stayed in that class, and I had to beg him to let me out right before 

Thanksgiving,” Michael Bennett laughed. After making a C+ in a different class, Michael 

recalled the professor telling him that a C+ was actually good for him. Ever since he was seven 

years old, Michael dreamed of becoming a lawyer. Freshman year after relaying this dream to his 

academic coordinator he was told “You don't need to be thinking about that; you just need to 

worry about graduating.” Ironically enough, out of all the 77’ Black football players, Bennett 

was the only one to graduate early from Duke University finishing in three years with Cum 

Laude recognition. Though proving to have the strongest academic record on the football team, 

Mike McGee never nominated him for the ACC All-Academic award. “Come to think of it, I 

didn’t know of any Black players at the time who were given the award,” Bennett concluded. 

Though experiencing prejudice from athletics staff and professors, he found his academic 

counselor—assigned to him by the academic dean’s office—was his primary source of 

encouragement. “He told me to strive for the best law school there was.” At that time, Duke Law 

and Duke Medical School saved two spots for the most promising scholar-athletes. After 

applying to Duke Law, Bennett was shocked to receive a reject letter in the mail. In the 

meantime, his academic counselor had marched right over to speak with the Dean of the law 

school, and within two weeks Bennett was admitted.  

White gaze—historically coming from white professors but more recently from white 

students—reduces Black football players to athletic bodies rather than viewing them as multi-

faceted individuals with complex identities. Whereas Barry Oliver had the courage to speak his 

medical career into existence, one does not find this same determination among present-day 
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players to become lawyers and doctors despite the odds. Who cares to see the Black football 

players as more than athletic commodities? Who today pushes them to produce success beyond 

the field? As seen throughout time, this void is filled by a handful of Black professors, coaches, 

faculty members, and counselors who’ve make themselves accessible to Black Duke football 

players.  
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Chapter 2 : Black Strength, Black Solidarity 
 
 

 
Figure 5: Class with Joe Bethea, Director of Black Church Studies, ca. 1975-1978, Celebrating 

50 Years of Black Students, University Archives collection, Duke University. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The 7:30 morning sun played peak-a-boo from behind the mega board screen planted in 

the Wallace Wade stadium end zone. If this had been a Saturday afternoon, a massive crowd 

would have blocked my path to the locker room and the screen of the mega board—illuminated 

by a blur of Blue jerseys—would have elicited thousands of screams and claps from Blue Devil 

fans. But, today was Thursday, and on this peaceful morning I could hear pairs of shuffling feet 

coming around the gate. Hearing the noise, I picked up the pace too, needing to hustle to make it 

in before 8 AM practice.  

 “Ohh! Good morning!” I exhaled loudly, smiling at the two middle-aged African 

American women I almost smashed into while rounding the corner. Their thick crochet braids 

and burnt red savanna twists swayed over the nametags on their housekeeping uniforms. Though 

months had gone by of us exchanging morning greetings, no one had thought it necessary that 

we formally introduce ourselves. One of the ladies reminded me of my Aunt Kara. The stern 

look that pierced through her amber-blushed eyes and the way her lips curved into a righteous 

smile halted me in my tracks. I associated that look with Sunday morning church.  

Lowering my eyes, I waited for them to pass by then scurried off. Out of the dim light, I 

could make out a tall, lean figure a few feet ahead of me, also jogging, but it was headed for the 
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Yoh football locker room. As I got closer, I saw it was Harold Thomas. I knew that Harold was a 

junior on the Duke football team, and a member of Gamma Alpha Phi23 since last Spring. Yet, 

Harold and I had never officially met either. Just from seeing him on campus, he looked to be a 

very serious-minded person. Though I was rushing off to practice, I figured it was imperative 

that I introduce myself. The population of Black athletes at Duke was already small enough. We 

needed to strive to be more united. Why were we all so content with staying inside our own 

lanes? When were we going to be a support system for each other?  

In this chapter, I look at the loss of Black solidarity within the African American 

community at Duke from 1972 to 2019. In a white-dominated space where Black male athlete 

identities continue to be prescribed onto them by white coaches, professors, and news reporters, 

it has always been the support of the Black community helping these athletes to develop holistic 

identities. I speak of “the Black community” as being the population of Black students, athletes, 

and faculty on campus, but also the family and friends who help raise the athlete, and the larger 

society of Black culture in America.  

Harry Edwards has long written about the impact of Black society’s obsession with sport 

on the Black youth. The glamorized life of professional athletes in the NBA and NFL seen on 

television has become the ideal life to aspire towards. For many Black male children today, the 

false narrative is that athletics is the primary means to prosperity (Edwards, 1984).  This belief 

within Black culture has become more widespread after increased integration in collegiate and 

professional basketball and football. (Rhoden 2006, p. 143) 

I begin this chapter by describing the lives of the Duke Black football players before 

college to understand their socialization into sport. In my interviews with the Black football 

                                                
23  A faux fraternity name has been used to keep the player’s identity confidential 
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alumni arriving within a decade of Duke’s integration they discuss the emphasis on academics 

inside of their family homes. I aim to show how the introduction of the Conveyor Belt ultimately 

disrupts the family mission for Black male athletes to optimize their educational opportunities. 

Further in the chapter, I find the main motivation for choosing Duke in the 1970’s was the rich 

comradery within the Black community on campus. Using ethnographic data from United Black 

Athletes meetings and current player interviews, I find that over the decades, as the number of 

Black athletes has increased, this solidarity has been lost. And I speculate that this is because the 

“Belt” continues to alienate athletes from their racial backgrounds. Lastly, I demonstrate the 

importance of Black staff members, coaches, and professors serving as role models and making a 

positive influence on many of the Black football players. The supportive relationships and 

knowledge shared between the Black administrators and Black male student-athletes will always 

be the key to helping athletes develop a more grounded identity. 

 
BREEDING GROUNDS  

1970’s 
“Sports were a way to pay for an education,” were the words I heard from Super Seven 

member, Earl Cook, who grew up in an area that would be described as the “projects.” 

 
Earl Cook: We didn't have that much. We were poor. What did my parents push? Well, 
education!  They didn't push sports even though everyone in my household played sports. 
They worked two or three jobs like a lot of everybody else's parents so we could make 
it… so they pushed education and sports was a hobby.  

 
Earl Cook’s hometown was the city of Alexandria, Virginia. Though this was the South, 

his acuteness to the racism happening around him was not present while going to a segregated 

all-Black elementary school. By the time the bussing law that forced integration between Black 
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and white school districts was implemented, he was in high school. Thus, Cook went from 

attending school in the projects, to going to one of the best football schools in the nation. 

Monessen High School right outside of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania was only 10% Black 

when Tony Benjamin attended. His parents were adamant about him earning good grades. “They 

told me I better never bring a C home,” Benjamin chuckled for a moment reminiscing on his 

past, “They were serious about that because a C would have been mediocrity and there was no 

room for that!” Even Barry Oliver agreed the push for him was first towards academics instead 

of football. Although Barry’s father played Minor League Baseball, “he never pushed us [to play 

sports] … but my parents did push us academically,” Barry assured me.  His junior year, Barry 

already had numerous Division I scholarship offers for football, until one surgical knee operation 

made them all disappear. At this point, football had taken a back seat and Barry was deciding 

which academic program he liked best between Harvard, Vanderbilt, and Duke. As it turns out, 

Barry’s high school coach, Jim Parsons, had played with Mike McGee (Duke’s head coach) on 

the St. Louis Cardinals24 for seven years. While they were in the NFL together, Parsons was 

wide receiver and McGee blocked for him on the offensive line. “Go take these tapes to Mike 

McGee,” he instructed Barry before his visit to Duke. It was in that meeting room where Barry 

handed McGee his film roll, that he was promised the opportunity to be a student-athlete at Duke 

University, and only because of his own self-determination did Barry truly embody his identity 

as a student. But what happens with the introduction of the Conveyor Belt? Is the Conveyor Belt 

the only modern apparatus conditioning young Black males to embrace athletics and not 

academics? 

 
 
                                                
24 There is a Major League Baseball team named the  St. Louis Cardinals, but I am referring to the NFL team that 
relocated/changed their name to the Arizona Cardinals. 
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2019 
Raised near Baltimore Maryland, Jamal was offered a full-ride to a predominantly white 

all-boys boarding school to play football, where seven of the nine African American males at the 

school were on the football team. The next fall, Jamal started going to premiere college football 

camps to be seen by coaches. Since his parents immigrated from a western African country, they 

weren’t aware of American football dynamics so his high school D-line coach took him under 

his wing. His coach took him to college camp circuits, contacted college coaches via Twitter, and 

emailed college coaches his highlight reel. Though he received offers from coaches at Auburn 

and Maryland, he claimed “my mom really wanted me to go to Duke because of the academics.” 

Unbeknownst to Jamal and his mother, he was being put on the Conveyor Belt, with an end line 

that looked more like professional sports instead of academia. The fact that seven of the nine 

Black males at his private school were there to boost the football program proves that elite 

institutions have one objective with them in mind.  

In the 7th grade, Marcus Daniels had the whole community pumping his head up telling 

him he was a basketball player. As a 6’5 defensive end from Savannah, Georgia whose mother 

who played Division I basketball at Murray State and whose father also played college ball—

Marcus Daniels was born tall. “You know, basketball was always the sport [my grandfather] 

pushed me to play,” Marcus remembered that he would say “‘you play basketball for longer and 

it’s safer.’” “Really? Just because you were tall?” I had asked him. “YES! Honestly, I was tall 

for where I live at. We don’t get many 6’3 or 6’4 kids, let alone someone 7-foot coming through 

there!” he exclaimed. And Marcus may have chosen basketball if it wasn’t for his white high 

school football coach who told him “Son, I don’t care how good of a basketball player you are, 

you won’t get the same recruitment as you will playing football. If you take this seriously, you’ll 

be the most recruited high school football player I’ve ever coached.” Marcus was already 
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training at 5 AM in the mornings, running 25 to 100 hills a day to learn how to dunk, building a 

strong work ethic that would serve him well in the future. But had Marcus Daniels been a 6’4 

white kid, would the community have pressured him just as hard to play basketball? 

This is what Harry Edwards is criticizing when he talks about the socialization of African 

American boys into sports. “Because Black society has not yet learned to deal with it 

intelligently, sport has loomed like a fog-shrouded minefield for the overwhelming majority of 

Black athletes. It has been a treadmill to oblivion rather than the escalator to wealth and glory it 

was believed to be,” Edwards (1980) states in his autobiography (Edwards, 1982; p. 138). Of all 

the Black youth being pushed towards a sports career, less than 2000 Black Americans25 have an 

occupation in professional sports. Thus, the widely-held belief that Black prosperity is available 

through sports is flawed. Edwards hypothesizes four major influences on Black males’ 

overidentification with sports: (1) mass media portrayal, (2) rewards reserved for Black athletes 

(3) role models in professional sports, (4) and sports as an indicator of manhood (p. 141). Both 

Marcus and Jamal hope to play in the National Football League one day—a league represented 

by 70% Black males26— but Edwards claims that one in 50,000 American males will end up in 

professional football, basketball, or baseball. Though Marcus and Jamal see high Black 

representation in the NFL, statistically, their chances of playing professional are slim.  

William Rhoden (2006) explains the professional sports fantasy through the historical 

significance placed on athletic contests during the American slavery era. He claims, “the 

plantation athlete… earned special status from both the plantation owners and the slave 

community,” (p. 55). In talking about the socialization of sport in a UBA panel discussion, Duke 

                                                
25 Note: Edwards conducted his research in the 1980s. This number may have increased since then, however, the 
conclusion that a small percentage of Black males plays sports professionally remains the same. 
26 The 2017 National Football League Racial & Gender Report Card (NFL) 
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Professor Martin Smith, a former Black collegiate ballplayer, declared “I saw the instant respect 

that white people and even those inside the Black community had for my Uncles and Pops 

because they were great ball players, and as a kid I wanted to be just like them.” In a society that 

does not openly hand Black men their social status, placing one’s identity in sports seems to 

promise popularity.  However, what sports does guarantee for most Black males is an athletic 

scholarship to pay for college. While the pressure to play ball came from outside Marcus’ home, 

his mother kept her eyes on a college degree.  

Marcus: My mom was going to make sure I went to college and she was going to break 
her back to make sure that I could. For me, I knew there was no paying for college. That 
was not an option… so I started to take sports more seriously in the 7th grade.  

 
 

One time, Marcus got into some trouble at school and his mother took him outside the 

house and pointed to the open field across the street. “You see this field? This is your way out,” 

she told him. That field did manage to get Marcus out of Savannah, Georgia, but it did not teach 

him to view himself as a scholar upon arriving at Duke.  

 

BEFORE DUKE  

1971 
Before the sun wakes up, two buses are loading up with football gear in the parking lot of 

T.C. Williams High School. The white football players huddle around the first bus, and the Black 

football players begin seating on the second bus. Moments before the team heads off to pre-

season August training camp at Gettysburg, the coach orders his players to divide the buses by 

offense and defense. Black and white football players begin swapping seats, signifying the 

beginning to the journey of integration.  
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The year would change the history of high school football in Alexandria, Virginia 

forever. It was the year the school board closed the all-Black high school, and bussed them over 

to T.C. Williams. Earl Cook and Lee Davis were in their junior year when this decision was 

made. Coached under African-American head coach, Herman Boone, and white assistant coach, 

Bill Yoast, the T.C. Williams Titans would go on to win the state championship, proving to the 

country that racial strife could be overcome. If this story sounds familiar, it’s because it is the 

plot of the best-selling Hollywood film, Remember the Titans (Merron, 2002).  

Coach Boone made Earl Cook the captain of the team, and Lee Davis was right by his 

side. Exposure to Duke University came by way of Coach Boone. As an honors student and 

starter on the T.C. Williams football team, Lee Davis first earned an academic scholarship to 

Duke before walking onto the team. With such hard work ethic, Lee made an immediate impact 

on the Duke Football Team eventually earning a full ride. Clearly though, from listening to his 

brothers, his impact extended far beyond the classroom and field.  

“Who was the leader of the Super Seven?” I had asked the group. Immediately, I heard 

Michael Bennett’s voice yelling, “Cookie!! You tell her about MONK yet??!”  Lee “Monk” 

Davis was the backbone of the Super Seven. He inspired them to strive for greatness, but to do it 

together. I wasn’t going to be able to ask Lee myself about his experience. By now, it had been 

12 years since he passed away, yet it was evident he had left a lasting impression on his best 

friends forty-five years later. Earl Cook, his lifetime best friend, spoke of a charismatic, smart 

young man. I pictured the bright-eyed football player walking around campus in his Duke varsity 

jacket, dapping up a group of Afro-American society members congregating by the library doors, 

then turning around to flash a smile at the Black cheerleaders giggling as they scurried off to 

class, only to make his way to Cambridge Inn for his favorite staff member to bless him with an 
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extra lunch portion of French fries. Monk shared his gift of charm with the entire African 

American community at Duke. 

 
Earl Cook: The Lee Davis they met at Duke was the Lee Davis that was at T.C. Williams 
High School. He wanted everything, and he was involved in everything.  
 
Tony: He knew everything about everybody that was going on around the whole 
campus—every Black person. And he was never in his room, but he always excelled 
academically!  I always wondered “HOW DOES HE DO IT?!” Then senior year when I 
roomed with Monk I found that after his many hours of socializing, he’d be up until 
two/three in the morning studying until he got the work done. 
 
Monk learned of careers for African Americans in accounting and business from his 

academic advisor. He would graduate Duke with a “B” average, and go on to work at one of the 

world’s largest pharmaceutical companies. I wondered if Monk had been caught up in the 

modern Conveyor Belt, would he still have been able to soak up the world in his hands? While it 

is true that Lee Davis was successful because of his self-motivation to work hard, wasn’t he also 

suited to see his opportunities outside of football—or better yet—his opportunities because of 

football? Didn’t he have coaches like Herman Boone and advisors at Duke teaching him that 

work ethic, integrity, perseverance, and resilience were more “valuable” than the game of 

football? And yet, these values seem to be forgotten for players under the modern intercollegiate 

enterprise. As young Black athletes navigate the “Belt”, they see the unethical business tactics 

that the capitalist model encourages. The “Belt” is not just a money issue, it’s a moral one.  

 

BLACK DUKE 

1972 
 “What was the deciding factor? Elite athletics and academics at Duke?” I asked Barry 

Oliver about his decision to walk away from Vanderbilt and Harvard as an 18-year-old.  
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Barry: Well.. no. The thing that drew me in was that the Black people here seemed to be 
so supportive of one another. There was a solidarity here that seemed to be so palpable 
and noticeable and it could help you to have a nurturing environment. Even though, I 
think at the time Duke was probably about 0.8% Black—not even 1%— I never felt like I 
was in the minority.    

 
“People stayed in their lanes comfortably,” Earl Cook explained. He talked about there 

being a general sense of amiability among white professors, white students, and themselves on 

the surface. However, as far as making purposeful, meaningful interaction between racial groups, 

this was not the case. “I feel like I did okay at Duke. I got what I wanted out of the place, but it 

turns out to be a minority Black Duke experience.” 

 This minority Black Duke27 experience can best be described by the scene at Cambridge 

Inn. The “CI” was located in the Union Building on West Campus. A corridor with white-tiled 

walls expanding high into a dome ceiling, crammed dozens of rows of mahogany wooden tables 

throughout the building—much needed for the days when the CI kept its doors open for students 

during late night hours. One could help themselves to Danish coffee and fresh baked doughnuts 

at the morning snack bar, then once evening hit, the fast food service kicked in. Trays of burgers, 

pizzas, barbeque, and French fries slid down the bar until 12:30 AM (Duke Chronicle, vol. 67, 

no. 1, 1971).  

 
                                                
27 Black Duke: A colloquial term used to describe the “community” of African American, African-ethnic, and all 
other Black-identifying students of Duke University. 

 
Figure 6: Cambridge Inn, 1970s. University Archives Photograph Collection, Duke University 
Archives, David M. Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library, Duke University. 
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Where one sat at the CI mattered. Some tables anyone could sit at, some tables were 

marked by living group affiliated titles (Duke Chronicle, vol. 71, no. 2, 1975), but everyone 

knew the three tables in the corner were designated for the Black students. At night, beer cans 

and radio tunes were heard at most tables, but not those three. (Duke Chronicle, vol. 71, no. 48, 

1975).  

 
Mike: We would play cards! It didn’t matter if it was breakfast or a midnight snack it was 
only that white people didn't sit there.  
 
Barry: Yeah, I can remember all those days in the cafeteria. For me, I found that to be 
very supportive throughout my time there.  

 
 
 

So why were all the Black kids sitting together in the dining hall? This exact question is 

posited by Beverly Tatum (2003) in her book, Why Are All the Black Kids Sitting Together in the 

Cafeteria?, as she studies same-race peer networks inside of a school environment. The cafeteria 

is seen to be a “counter-space” where Black peers can feel comfortable expressing their racial 

identity and experiences as Black students in an institution with oppressive ideologies. Chuck 

Hopkins, the lead organizer for the infamous 1969 Allen Building Protest, credited the 

conversations at the Black tables for sparking the idea of the protest28. Thus, the “counter-space” 

serves as a space for open dialogue, bonding, and “identity-affirming”, when the classroom 

“does very little to foster a positive representation of Blackness or Black identity,” (Carter, 2007, 

p. 543; Carter, 2005; Solórzano, Ceja, & Yosso, 2000). Especially at a PWI, same-race peer 

                                                
28 Black Duke: A colloquial term used to describe the “community” of African American, African-ethnic, and all 
other Black-identifying students of Duke University. 
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networks are invaluable for Black students, so what would lead to a loss of solidarity at Duke in 

the coming years? 

According to Rhoden (2006), in the decades leading up to the 1970s, “the oppressive 

constraints of de-facto discrimination imposed a level of solidarity within the black community,” 

(p. 136). It didn’t matter what one’s education, socioeconomic status, or athletic accolades were, 

there was a universal understanding that segregation was equally destructive to everyone. 

Possibly one of the reasons why the Black football players in the 1970’s connected so closely 

with the Black student population was because both groups were fixed on excelling academically 

despite the odds they faced. After the initial period of integration, Rhoden suggests, the next 

generation of African American athletes suffered from “psychic loss”, meaning there was no 

remembrance of the struggles faced by an older generation of Black athletes who had to assert 

themselves inside of mainstream sports.  For all the “sacrifices of the Robesons and Robinsons 

and Jim Browns and Muhammad Alis,” the protest movements to push for progress were lost by 

modern-day Black athletes (p. 217). Especially seen with young Black athletes on the Conveyor 

Belt, there is an absence of solidarity as the system fosters individual-centered mindsets.  

 
2018  

Unapologetic Black Radio29 airs an episode discussing the politics of “the table” at the 

Mary Lou Center for Black Culture. The Mary Lou Center can be thought of as a “counter-

space” for Black students, but today colorism, classism, and sexism divide the Black Duke 

population. Contention stemming from certain Black students feeling excluded from the main 

floor table was a micro-representation of such division.   

                                                
29 A show by undergraduate students that is dedicated to providing space for Black voices on Duke University's 
campus 
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After the Black athletes enter the conversation, one must account for another “ism” within the 

community—athleticism. 

“There are definitely levels within Black Duke… that’s related to 
socioeconomic status, that’s related to sexuality, that’s related to the way you 
carry yourself, related to what you do on campus. There are levels, and until 

Black Duke acknowledges those levels and do work to break those levels down, 
then what are we as a community? 

-UBR show host (2018)  

The show aired the same Spring semester the ladies of Black Duke called out the African 

American football players for their overwhelming interest in white female students. Contentious 

tweets by Black female students infuriated some of the football players who felt unfairly 

attacked. “I’ve yet to see one of my brothers disrespect a female,” one of the wide receivers had 

tweeted in response to a slew of anti-Duke football posts.  

It just so happened that the discussion topic for the United Black Athletes meeting the 

following Monday was titled “Uniting the Black Family at Duke.” It was in an effort to figure 

out tactical measures Black athletes could take to close the distance between them and Black 

Duke. It was concerning to hear that the Black football players believed that there were Black 

students who looked down on them in the classroom. “They really think we are dumb. And some 

of them get mad because they think ‘I studied hard to get into Duke’ and they think we don’t 

deserve to be here,” one football player confessed. It seemed most of the athletes in the room 

agreed, but no one wanted to speak on it. “It be your own niggas,” one of the senior linebackers 

laughed while shaking his head, as if to say “you can’t even trust your own people.” 
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The African American population at Duke was only 0.8% in 1972 (according to Barry 

Oliver), but today it has expanded to 9.7%30. Although increased diversity at an institution can 

give more power to minorities through having larger numbers, in this case, it ended up fracturing 

the community. Unlike the earlier era, there are Black students at Duke who choose not to 

identify with the “Black Duke” culture, and are fairly comfortable inside of the predominantly-

white environment. The same can be said for present-day Black athletes.  

With integration, ideas about empowering the entire Black community have shed while 

individual Black athletic success has taken precedence. As Rhoden (2006) would argue, the 

Conveyor Belt principle encourages “cultural dislocation and isolation” for Black athletes 

because they learn that to disassociate from their blackness is to appease their white superiors (p. 

178 & 180). The fault does not lie with the athletes. Their disconnection from the Black 

community decreases solidarity which is the exact intention of the modern intercollegiate athletic 

empire. The more the athletic empire alienates Black athletes from their cultural background, the 

more they concentrate on the glamorization of sports instead of the racial inequities within the 

system, and the cycle is perpetuated (p. 178).  A Black athlete disengaged with racial politics is 

better behaved for the institution.   

I have found that the institution alienates them from the Black community 

psychologically, but also with physical barriers too. As it turns out, the breakdown in Black 

solidarity is seemingly a consequence of the modern bureaucratic infrastructure—a structure 

designed to optimize capital under the billion- dollar athletic enterprise. It is more fiscally 

beneficial for the institution to have its African American athletes be completely ingrained in the 

football program and focus on winning a championship. Take, for instance, the rooming 

                                                
30 Data provided by College Factual. Report named: Duke University Undergraduate Ethnic Diversity Breakdown 
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assignments. Freshman year, football players are assigned as each other’s roommates, but they 

live in a mixed population dorm. While in the 1970’s roommates Tony Benjamin and Lee Davis 

were still mingling with students on their dorm hall during senior year, current sophomore 

Marcus Daniels has been rewarded with a pre-furnished apartment that he shares with one other 

teammate. As a result, one finds Black football players at Duke are more physically isolated than 

before.  

There is one sect of authorities who have refused to allow current Black Duke football 

players to sink underneath the psychological and physical barriers. Although some football 

players may look to disassociate their athletic identity from their Blackness, Black professors at 

Duke are reversing this thought-process.  

 

BLACK PROFESSORS SPEAKING TRUTH  

1973 
Barry figured he wasn’t any good at English. English classes required extensive reading 

material and long papers, and Barry was always better at concise, quantitative arguments 

anyways. The perk of being a chemistry major: avoiding English courses. But, junior year the 

Super Seven convinced him that he had to take one particular English class taught by a Black 

professor.  

 
Barry: I can’t remember his name now, but he taught in maybe African studies? Black 
studies? 
 

  Though none of the Super Seven could recall his name, it was the lessons learned in that 

class that stuck with them. In the course of taking this class, Barry Oliver discovered that he was 

well capable of reading books and writing papers, the problem had been his lack of interest in 

content material by white writers. “The professor had us read books by Richard Wright… and, 
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well, a whole bunch of Black writers,” he recalled. It was the Ralph Ellisons, James Baldwins, 

and Langston Hughes of the literature world who spoke about experiences Barry could relate to, 

and it was the Black professors who were making their work known to these students.  Barry 

ended up taking a few more courses taught by the same professor. “I think those are the only two 

writing classes I got A’s in,” he chuckled. A classic text, Miseducation of the Negro, Carter G. 

Woodson (1933) claims that the lack of connection between the discourse educators teach and 

the experiences Black students have outside of the classroom can explain poor academic 

performance. In terms of courses like History and English, the “neglect of Afro-American 

History” and the inaccurate depiction of information regarding Negroes in books is fundamental 

to why African Americans lack clear awareness of who they are in society (Woodson, 1933; 

Wesley & Perry, 1969, p. 1-2; Bassey, 2013).  

 

 
For many Black student-athletes developing a relationship with a Black professor is vital. 

It is the Black professor who sees the student inside the Black student-athlete, and aims to tailor 

their discourse to speak to experiences of Black students. Whereas the athletic institution acts to 

foreclose identity development beyond athletics, African American professors counteract this 

foreclosure by encouraging the athletes to explore their identities with these subjects they are 

Discussion: Uniting the Black Family at Duke  
Monday, April 2, 2018  
7:00pm  

• What do you like about Black Duke? What don’t you like?      
• What are ways in which we as Black athletes fail to identify with Black Duke?  
• Do athletes feel excluded from Black Duke? And is this a gendered issue?  
• How can these tensions be resolved? 
• What are ways in which UBA can take on a more prominent role in the Duke community? 

How can we be more visible to the Black Duke population?  
 

Figure 7: Discussion outline for 2018 UBA meeting 
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teaching in class. For the Super Seven, Dr. Sam Cook31, Dr. Ray Gavins32, and Dr. Battle33 were 

powerful encouragers for them. “Dr. Battle would walk through the cafeteria and see me sitting 

there fooling around. He would give me one look and that was enough to straighten me up,” 

Tony Benjamin remembered.  

 

 
2019 

When asked whether he had formed special relationships with any Black professors on 

campus, Jamal was quick to answer “I rock with all the Black professors on campus. Mark 

Anthony Neal. That’s my man… yeah, he’s funny!”  

Mark Anthony Neal’s most popular class at Duke University is titled “History of Hip 

Hop”. For the past nine years, Dr. Neal has cotaught the course with hip-hop Grammy award-

winning record producer, 9th Wonder. What could be described as a “woke” class, for many 

students, it is the first time they will unpack the racial history imbedded within one of America’s 

most popular musical genres. Unsurprisingly, the class tends to attract athletes from all sports. 

This Spring, I am joined in class by nine football players—all of whom are African American.  

During the third class, 9th Wonder comes to the front of White Auditorium with forty-five 

minutes left. He makes it known that his birthday has just passed. “I’ve realized you get free sh*t 

if you’re a producer,” he grins and he picks up a portable boombox speaker, explaining that one 

of his artists sent him the gift. The on/off button glows blue, and he begins a game of Shazam—a 

                                                
31 Professor Samuel DuBois Cook was the first African American professor to secure a full-time position at a white 
institution in the South. He taught political science at Duke University beginning in 1966, then after nine years he 
moved on to serve as president of Dillard University for over two decades. In 1981 he served on the Duke 
University Board of Trustees. A friend of Martin Luther King Jr., he was a strong advocator of social justice for 
Black students, employees, and faculty.  The Cook Center on Social Equity at Duke University is in his honor. 
32 1st African American History professor at Duke University 
33 Black professor in Management Sciences 
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game where the audience guesses the song within the first 30 seconds of play. He plays Motown 

artists—The Temptations, Marvin Gaye, Stevie Wonder, and Smokey Robinson & the Miracles.  

“Who is the founder of Motown?” 9th Wonder drops the question to the 111-person class and the 

room becomes blanketed in silence. A minute passes by until, in the corner of the auditorium, a 

sophomore football player slowly slips his hand up “I think I know it? Sorry if I’m not right. Is it 

Berry Gordy?” His voice is barely audible, so I must strain to hear him. He tugs on the hood of 

his Duke football jacket waiting in anticipation. “Yes, it is!” 9th Wonder responds smiling loudly 

at his brilliance, “Boy, you smart.”  

When was the last time that football player heard a professor call him “smart”? If more 

professors were reaffirming his intellect, would he have spoken up louder, not ashamed to get the 

answer wrong? A consistent theme seen with Black professors is an effort on their behalf to be 

aware of the pressures Black male athletes face at the institution, and to aid in one of two ways: 

educating them on Black scholarly work or encouraging them in their own academic pursuits.  

 

Dr. Neal: I’d be lying if I said I wasn’t aware of the way Black athletes, particularly in 
sports like football and basketball, have historically been exploited for their talent. Many 
athletes at an institution are, yes, here to get an education, but they’re also here to provide 
a labor service to the athletic department.  I’m always happy when Black athletes are in 
my class and are outspoken about what’s going on because it disrupts the historical 
narrative that Black athletes are only there for athletics.  

 
The notion that Black male athletes are exploited is something felt by the athletes from 

their personal experience, but never brought into an academic discussion. This is why it was so 

important for junior Harold Thomas to take Dr. Martin Smith’s class named “Race, Power and 

Identity: From Ali to Kaepernick” in his sophomore year. Dr. Smith’s experience playing 

basketball at a Division I college gives him a personal connection to the athletes. In Dr. Smith’s 

class, Harold actually studied the discourse on “identity foreclosure” in Black athletes, and 
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plantation-models of the NCAA. These conversations about unconventional historical and 

contemporary athletes combatting oppression by using their voices and protesting, inspired 

Harold to want to take full advantage of his opportunities at Duke. “It really just showed me I 

don’t have to be in a bubble and can have an identity outside of football,” Harold asserted. Upon 

completing the course, Harold made the decision to graduate in three years and pledge to Gamma 

Alpha Phi, and it was Dr. Smith who wrote his letter of recommendation to his fraternity.  

In $40 Million Dollar Slaves, Rhoden references Carter G. Woodson in his chapter on alienation. 

Author of Miseducation of the Negro, Woodson argues there is an identity crisis in Black 

children learning in a modern education system that fails to include ubiquitous Black experiences 

in the curriculum. Consequently, Black children are not being taught to develop a critical 

consciousness about their experiences. “When you control a man’s thinking, you do not have to 

worry about his actions,” is one quote from Woodson that I believe speaks directly to the identity 

foreclosure seen in Black male student-athletes. Since the education system is not structured to 

help Black athletes think critically about their experiences, it is no wonder they are trapped on a 

Conveyor Belt they’re unaware they are even on.  

  
 

BLACK SERVICE WORKER SUPPORT 

 The Director of Employee Relations in 1969 stated: we are a University with a white top 

and a black bottom. At the time, of 1,500 unskilled laborers and service workers, 70% were 

Black. It was evidenced that the Black students tended to identify with Black employees, “most 

of whom [were] in these unskilled categories, and [saw] racial implications in the low pay and 

poor working conditions of these people.” (Office of Minority Affairs Records, Duke University 
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Archives) When one considers the role of Black male athletes as unpaid laborers, then it seems 

natural for them to relate to Black staff members at Duke.  

 
Michael: These people in the cafeteria and the ones cleaning the buildings were majority 
Black. Most of us had a relationship with those working in the service jobs. They were all 
pulling for us. They would give us extra food and all kinds of stuff. 

 
Barry: Yeah, they were always nice to us, and they were always there to say supportive 
things even when we looked a little down sometimes. Something that would give us a 
little inspiration, you know. 
 

The supportive relationships cultivated between the Black football players and Black 

Duke service workers has stayed consistent over the years. For many of the current players, they 

find they’re able to develop personal relationships primarily with the employees who work inside 

the Yoh football center. The football players arriving at the Yoh at 5:30 or 6 o’clock witness the 

cleaning staff wrapping up their morning shift.  

 
Marcus: The Black workers here— they love us. And it’s crazy… I feel like there’s this 
system or … this mutual thing we have with the workers here. Especially the African 
Americans on the football team.  

 
Marcus, class of 2021, told me an anecdote once about a time a Black worker at the 

Bryan Center34 had his back. “The woman even told me, she was like ‘Listen, what I just did for 

you telling you to put your book in your bag, I wouldn’t have done for her,’ and she said this 

right in front of my [Caucasian] girlfriend.” He went on to explain how he feels a sense of 

comfort seeing African-American workers on campus. “It makes it okay,” he said before 

breathing out a heavy sigh of relief, “I can actually be myself.” 

Marcus’ state of unease about the way he must be cognizant of how he performs his 

Black masculinity on Duke’s campus can be attributed to the effect of white gaze discussed in 

                                                
34  The Bryan Center is the official Duke University campus bookstore 
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the previous chapter. Black service workers play a critical role for the African American football 

players by comforting them with their supporting presence. It doesn’t take much, but a “good 

morning” smile before morning practice or a free carton of hush puppies from the Skillet 

Southern Cookery bar are small gestures that breathe life into these players. This is especially 

true in sophomore Jamal Green’s case where he has established a long-time friendship with a 

worker who has become his biggest fan.  

Jamal: There’s this one man who comes to every football game. He’s been here for like 
10 years. I don’t know what he does, but I always see him at the school store. I see him at 
every game and he daps35 me up.  

 
Even if Black solidarity between athletes and students at Duke has dwindled, in both 

generations the Black solidarity between athletes and staff members has stood firm. Perhaps this 

is due to the fact that, unlike Black students, both these labor classes are experiencing similar 

institutional exploitation. Throughout this chapter I have examined the relationships between 

Black athletes and members of the Black Duke community outside of athletics. As far as those in 

the athletic department, there seems to have only been one man who’s cared to develop Black 

football players’ identities holistically.  

 

 

LOSING A FATHER FIGURE  

1970s  
Possibly the one man on campus whose hopes for Black male athletes mirrored that of 

the Black family was the historic Black coach. One of the first Black coaches at Duke was 

Bishop Harris. Originally from Detroit, Michigan, Bishop moved to Fayetteville, North Carolina 

                                                
35 Dap: A colloquial term used to describe a friendly gesture or greeting mostly seen in African American 
communities. The handshake typically represents a respectful exchange. 
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to live with his grandmother and his aunts in the summer of 1956 as he was going into the 10th 

grade. Fayetteville brought him to North Carolina College36 where he continued his football 

career. The discrepancy between HBCU and PWI sports funding was evident in the fact that 

“white kids were getting bussed to schools,” and the HBCU athletes “had to walk down the 

railroad tracks,” Coach Harris declared. “It was kind of fun,” he admitted, “We would joke about 

walking on the tracks and not wanting to mess up our shoes.” 

When Bishop was attending Eastville High School in Fayetteville, he met the coach who 

would mentor him for the rest of his life.  

Coach Harris: He was a major factor in my life. He was like a father to me. He helped me 
quite a bit because I grew up in a house full of ladies, so he took me under his wing. He 
said I reminded him of his situation and helped me adjust to being in the segregated 
South.  

 
Harris’ coach taught him that football was a catalyst for social and economic mobility. 

When Harris became a coach himself he preached the very same. As a grad assistant at Duke 

University coaching the Super Seven, he assumed a fatherly role in their lives—opening up his 

home to them and having his wife cook dinner while they talked freely about the pressures of 

performing in an integrated environment. Michael Bennett remembered, “he seemed like a 

grown man to us at the time, but in reality he was probably only twenty-eight and we were 

eighteen!” 

“I knew they were watching me, seeing how I was going to act, so I tried to carry myself 

in such a way that they could emulate. I was going to stand up for myself as a man, work hard, 

be honorable, and treat others the way I wanted to be treated,” Bishop Harris declared. Even as 

he spoke about these young men, he sounded like a proud father. “You’ve talked to them! You 

know! That’s a special group of men,” he shared. “My goal for them was to have a great 

                                                
36 Currently known as North Carolina Central University (NCCU) 
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experience and to graduate. What mattered to me was that these young men were going to leave 

Duke knowing they can be as successful as they want to be, regardless of color, or whatever 

people think.” And to Bishop’s delight, every single one of the Black football players he could 

remember graduated at Duke during that era.  

Fatherlessness is a trope often used to describe the modern Black American family unit. 

In viewing the historic Black Duke football coach as the father figure then this trope is consistent 

with the state of modern Black football players. Arguably, the role of the one Black coach lost 

importance when it was multiplied. Coaches modeling Bishop Harris were replaced with those 

who fit today’s capitalist model of the athletic-industrial complex. As aforementioned, the 

problem of the “Belt” is a moral one. With my last chapter, I look to truly examine the impact of 

the athletic-industrial complex on the bonds of brotherhood within Duke football. Without a 

father figure, is there still a familial unit for this generation of Black Duke football players?  
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Chapter 3 : Brotherly Love 
 

 
Figure 8: Image from America Comes Alive article titled: The Football Huddle: When Was It 

First Used? 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The sight of crutches under Vincent Jones’ arms was sadly all too familiar. He slowly 

made his way down the pavement ramp, heading home after finishing dinner at Training Table. 

It was now the middle of October, but the month seemed to be moving at a similar pace—slow, 

mundane, and provoking a somber mood. I had almost forgotten that not even a week earlier 

Vincent had turned 22 years old. From the time I was a freshman, he had always been one of my 

favorite football players on the team. A thick black beard hung below his round face and soft 

eyes reminding me of a teddy bear. “Happy belated birthday!” I said with as much cheer in my 

voice as I could muster up watching Vincent crutch off the main pathway. Quickly, I averted my 

eyes away from the gray orthopedic walking boot weighing on his right leg. Over the weekend, 

while playing in competition against Florida State37 Jones had torn a ligament in his heel. As a 

senior on Duke’s defense—whose unit had been struggling with injuries all season long—Jones 

was said to be a crucial leader bringing both experience and dominance to the defensive line. 

Except, now this injury had essentially ruled out any chance of him returning for the rest of the 

2018 season. After undergoing the surgery, he posted an appreciation Instagram post for all the 

support he received, and the comment section was flooded with encouraging words from 

                                                
37 School name has been switched to keep player confidential 
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teammates. Most of these sentiments were being expressed by younger Black teammates who 

were following in his footsteps on defense, recognizing a brotherhood existing among them.  

“Praying for you bro ✊”  
“Love you dawg 💯”		
“I	love	you	brotha	forreal 💙 💙.	Trust	in	God	and	he	will	deliver	you.	See		you	at	the	top”	
“You	got	this	big	fella❗	All	love	family”	
“You	got	support	brodie	💉 &”	
 
One freshman who reached out to show love was Xavier Sims. Though he was four years 

younger, he grew a teddy bear beard looking just like Vincent. I remember watching a video 

Xavier had posted to his Instagram feed a few months later. He was ridiculing friends at home 

for not having his back, and praising his Duke brothers for sticking by his side. This would be 

the second time Instagram served as a virtual platform to profess appreciation or disdain for 

fictive kin.  

 
Xavier:		I’m	lookin’	around	me	and	everybody	who	messin’	with	me	is	family.		So,	if	you	not	
family,	and	I	don’t	mean	family	even	saying	in	the	sense	of	blood,	I	mean	family	in	the	since	
of	you	been	rockin’	with	me	since,	shit,	long	as	I	can	remember	in	the	moment.		
	
And	if	I	ain’t	known	you	since	Day	1	and	I	just	met	you	and,	shit,	I’m	rockin’	wit	you	nigga.	
You	still	family,	nigga.	All	my	niggas	here	at	Duke,	y’all	family.		
 
Throughout this chapter, anthropological theory on “fictive kinship”—forming kin-like 

relationships with those who are not related by blood or marriage—is the lens I use when 

analyzing the relationships among Black football players at Duke between the 1970’s and 2019. 

The presence of fictive kinship ties within the African American population is deeply rooted 

within the culture since the organization of slave communities (Scannapieco & Jackson, 1996; 

Mills & Usher, 1999). Evidenced in the modern Black America’s familial structure, fictive 

kinship has been seen to be the inclusion of non-relatives into families or the formation of a 

family unit entirely made up by non-relatives (Chatters & Taylor 1994, 300). For the football 

players, it is the latter.  
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It is undeniable that the Super Seven were able to form a super special bond during their 

Duke undergraduate careers. Being the first largest class of African American football players 

who attended Duke was an experience that could be classified as extraordinary. “We were the 

experiment,” Michael Bennett had declared about the precarious state in which the seven guys 

were recruited to Duke. With the fate of all future Black football players hanging on their 

shoulders, how were they able to thrive in this high-pressurized environment day-to-day when 

current players seem to simply be surviving? In this chapter, I argue the formation of a strong 

brotherhood among the members of the Super Seven was vital to their overall success on the 

field and in the classroom under critical circumstances. Such circumstances no longer 

characterize the scene for modern-day Black football players, calling for a new manifestation of 

a brotherhood. 

I open this chapter by displaying how fictive kinship ties among the Super Seven 

superseded that of the Black fraternities. During the group interview, the Super Seven share 

stories of forming their own faux fraternity called ‘Jocks by Jocks’ which included other Black 

teammates. Using data from participant-observation, I argue that brotherhood among Black male 

athletes on the Duke football team has fragmented with some groups of multi-racial brothers. 

After circuiting on the modern Conveyor Belt, today’s Black football players have been removed 

from their Black racial backgrounds and some may choose to disassociate from Black culture. 

Later in the chapter, I contend that the presence of “the golden brother” is vital in bringing about 

excellence within brotherhood, as this charismatic football player is the main social influencer of 

his group of brothers. I find that the historic golden brother was the epitome of excellence, while 

the contemporary golden brother can slack off and still be rewarded by the athletic institution. At 

the end of the chapter, I explain that a loss of older Black role models and fatherly figures for 
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contemporary Black football players has further contributed to a weaker modern-day 

brotherhood.   

 

MY TRUE BROTHERS 

1974  
The Black fraternity and sorority scene at Duke University was coming up on the 

horizon. When it was finally decided to bring Omegas to Duke’s campus, the all-Black tables in 

Cambridge Inn were the first to hear. With such strong solidarity in Black Duke, many students 

were wondering if the addition of Black Greek life would be destructive to the community. Still, 

there was a recognition for the undeniable importance of such organizations for African 

American students. In the early 20th century when few African Americans were granted the 

opportunity to study at white institutions, Black Greek life identity was “born out of racial 

isolation and discrimination on predominantly White college campuses,” and they achieved their 

goals of scholarship, leadership, and service through developing fictive kinship ties.38 

So when the first line of Omega Psi Phi “Ques” was born on Duke’s campus, Michael 

Bennett decided he wanted to take part. Even with his loaded football schedule, Bennett 

participated in all of the pledging events. One day when Bennett was on line39, a pack of older 

Ques from North Carolina Central University walked into Cambridge Inn and headed towards 

the table where he was seated. “They decided to give me a hard time, so all the football players 

stood up, and there was going to be a little square off,” Michael remembered.  

                                                
38 Gregory S. Parks in an interview with Insider Higher Education (May 28, 2008)  on his book Black Greek-Letter 
Organizations in the Twenty-First Century: Our Fight Has Just Begun   
39 Line: The members of a cultural Greek organization new member class 
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Even though fictive kinship ties, or brotherhood, is rudimentary to the Black fraternity, when 

Michael Bennett found himself in some trouble it wasn’t his line brothers who rushed to his side 

but his teammates. It seemed that the almost-brawl between NCCU Omegas and Duke football 

players signified the beginning of the divide between Black students and athletes on campus. 

After making it through Hell Week40, Bennett quit the line since no other football players were 

pledging with him. “I realized my best friends weren’t doing it,” he said. His true brothers were 

the six guys who woke up with him at 6 AM for morning practice, whose sense of school fashion 

included varsity jackets, and who congregated at their own dinner table during athlete Training 

Table.  

Earl: I would say the same [as Michael]. For me, we were such a tight team, it served the 
purpose of having a group. I really wasn’t looking for another group. I had everything I 
needed as far as companionship and fellowship.  
 

 
The companionship that Earl described was not the friendly ambience permeating 

throughout the entire Black Duke community. This companionship was something far more 

intimate, a characteristic of the special bond the Super Seven shared with one another. It turns 

out the Black football players would finally cement their brotherhood by creating their very own 

faux fraternity. “We called it ‘Jocks by Jocks’!” Earl burst out. ‘Jocks by Jocks’ included less 

than a dozen Black Duke football players, each given their own animal nicknames. “Tony 

Benjamin was the Black Swan,” Michael laughed, “He was the leader of the group.”  

The group hadn’t last long, but it was the forming of their little athlete fraternity that had 

been the fun part. The elation in their voices when they remembered getting to participate in the 

annual Black Greek life step show made it very clear to me that this memory was priceless. To 

                                                
40 Hell Week: The last week of pledging for those on line. Typically the week when hazing is intensified. 
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them, it was a reminder that brothers weren’t tied by blood or pledges, but that love was simply 

enough.  

 

 
Figure 9: Omega Psi Phi Initiation, 1978. University Archives Photograph Collection, Duke 

University Archives, David M. Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library, Duke University. 

 
Tony: Every day that passes…  I give thanks for these men because I can honestly say 
they saved my life. Everything was such a whirlwind for me, that having their support 
and their brotherhood meant everything.  
 
Only upon hearing Tony call their group friendship a “brotherhood” did I begin to put the 

pieces together. Up until this point, their story had felt like an exciting jumble of puzzle pieces—

from the posy of Black running backs, to Cambridge Inn fights, knee surgeries, “woke” 

professors, Hollywood movie plots, and everything else in between. I felt like this “brotherhood” 

Tony talked about was the string tying all the pieces together. Listening to the Super Seven on 

the phone, it sounded like they were beginning to see this too. Many described their bond as 

brothers as more of a survival mechanism than some abstract phenomenon tangent to their 

experience. During holiday breaks, when Tony was still a student-athlete at Duke, he would have 

to make the burdensome drive from Durham to Pittsburgh. But every holiday, one of his brothers 

would ride with him so he wouldn’t have to go alone. “If it wasn’t Barry, it was Chuck. If it 

wasn’t Chuck, it was Mike,” Benjamin confirmed. None of the guys knew it then, but if they 

hadn’t gone home to be there for him during that time, Tony said there was a good chance he 

would not have come back. “They kept me there at Duke, and to this day I rely very much on 

their presence. Whether we talk to each other or not, I know that my brothers are there,” he told 
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me. I realized a long time had passed since the Super Seven had been together, or even heard 

everyone’s voice. The evening of our conference call happened to be Earl’s birthday eve.  

 

Barry: Earl! man! —long time. How you doin? You still sound the same, man. Even 
though I know you’re older now like the rest of us.  

 
Earl: Yeahh, I’m uhhh exactly... 42 years old. 
 
 
Laughter spills out of my phone speaker upon them hearing Barry’s comment. Maybe 

Earl really did sound the same as when he was a college kid? Or, they were laughing out of sheer 

joy of being virtually in the same space again? Earl waited for the bubbling emotions to quiet 

down before exclaiming, “I’m also dyslexic. I think I’m 64 tomorrow!” “THAT’S RIGHT! HE’S 

64!! That’s right!” Michael Bennett yelped from the background. At the revolution of their 

brother’s birthday, an electric current of joy rippled through the radio waves. “Happy Birthday 

Earl! Damn man. Happy birthday!” Tony exclaimed. “What— you need me to send you a bottle 

of Washington’s finest wine orr…”, Tony couldn’t finish his offer before being interrupted, 

“Send some to Penn!” a voice shouted over the chatter. More laughter erupted. Two hours was 

too short for the reunion party, and when our time had concluded Tony thanked me, grateful he 

had the chance to hear Earl’s voice again. “I haven’t talked to Cookie in a while,” he shared with 

me, then said his farewells to his best friends.  

 

 

THE END OF ONE BROTHERHOOD  

1977 
Earl Cook: It was almost like a collective where the common good was what was 
happening. And whatever you wanted to do you have support from the others.  
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Michael Bennett: Well, the seven of us… it was rare that you saw one of us and you 
didn’t see two or three of us. I mean—as you know being an athlete—there are certain 
things that you just kind of share with your teammates. And… for us, being Black and 
teammates caused us to be closer.  
 
Barry Oliver: You know it was kind of like that old musketeer thing. One for all, all for 
one. That's what I kind of felt like with the guys. And I think that's probably why we are 
still talking and together today, 40+ years later. 

 
 

The musketeer saying “one for all and all for one” had come from the mouth of Bishop 

Harris first. It spoke to their unbreakable bond, backbone support, and the unity they embodied. 

To describe the relationships among the same-race peers at school, Fordham and Ogbu (1986) 

focus on theory on fictive kinship. In my perspective, fictive kinship seems more appropriate for 

discussing the social relationships among African Americans as extensive literature has looked at 

its function within the Black community (Chatters, Taylor, & Jayakody, 1994; Mills, Usher, & 

McFadden, 1999). In this case, I use the term “fictive kinship” to describe the nuanced 

relationship among Black football players at Duke, but in other scenarios, terms like 

“‘brotherhood’ and ‘sisterhood’ have applied to all Black Americans” that represent an entire 

“cultural symbol of collective identity,” (Fordham & Ogbu 1986, 184). With the majority of their 

time spent navigating the terrain of the athletic institution, a more intimate variant of solidarity 

among football players took root—a brotherhood. It seemed the key to the Super Seven 

overcoming the harsh Duke environment—one that looked to exploit their Black athleticism and 

write them off as non-intellectual beings— was establishing a line of fictive kinship ties.  

 
 
2019  

There is no longer a singular brotherhood that exists among Duke’s Black football 

players. Over 50% of the football players on the current roster are Black, inverting the team’s 

racial demographics from the previous era. It is not unusual to see clans of Black and white Duke 
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football players hanging out. I define the 1970s brotherhood as an intimate, “fraternity-like” 

group among seven Black players that provided support and comradery as they underwent 

hardship at the University. In terms of the 2019 brotherhoods, I see them as racially-mixed or 

homogenous groups of 3-10 players serving the purpose of support and friendship inside of an 

alienating athletic-industrial complex.  

Similar to how social “isms” fractured the Black Duke community, the brotherhood in 

Duke football has fallen to the same ills. Fictive kin ties among Black football players (and even 

white players) are now more likely to occur if the players are from like socio-economic 

backgrounds, hometowns, or position groups on the team because these factions identify more 

with each other. For example, a group of 6-8 Black football players who’ve titled themselves 

“Real Squad”41 are all from Southern hometown states and relatively lower income families. 

Like Rhoden suggests, unity among Black athletes striving for collective social advancement has 

died.  

For the month of March 2018, the United Black Athletes meeting centered around the 

plot of the newest episode of Grown-ish42 which tackled interracial relationships in college. 

During most UBA discussions comments from Ty Warren merited laughter, but not this day. 

Naturally, Ty had a soft face and a goofiness in his tone. He loved to use humor, but for all the 

wrong reasons. “I’m just saying… statistically speaking, I’m more inclined to end up with a 

white girl because there’s more of them at this school,” he’d said a minute earlier, causing the 

army of Black female athletes in the room to inch closer in their seats ready to attack him. Not 

surprisingly, some of his brothers in the room had agreed with the statement. Some football 

                                                
41 This is a pseudonym for the real name of the group 
42 Grown-ish is seen as millennials’ modern take on It’s A Different World. The sit-com TV show speaks to the 
Black experience on college campus. 
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players in the room were dating white girls; some were not. But, they all agreed it had more to do 

with “personal preference.”  

Some circles of brothers on the Duke football team view dating white girls as being 

disloyal to their Black heritage. Scholars Fordham and Ogbu (1986) explain how group loyalty—

loyalty to one’s cultural group norms—encourages African Americans to disassociate from 

social norms deemed culturally white. Membership to the Black American social identity means 

partaking in behaviors that are culturally “Black”, thus anything from cookouts to braids, Spades 

card games, and jukeboxes. I look at the brotherhoods among Black football players at Duke as 

having their own group norms with behaviors that both align and defy Black popular cultural 

norms. 

“I know having a white girl means I lose some credibility, but that doesn’t mean I don’t 

love and respect Black women. I was raised by one,” a senior fullback confessed during the 

discussion. Back in the 70’s, a group discussion about dating white girls would not have 

happened. As William Rhoden argues (2006), the Conveyor Belt is the modern mechanism 

working to alienate Black athletes from their racial identity and focus them on performing for the 

collegiate athletic business. All the while, white owners and coaches on the “Belt” give Black 

men social status they would not have otherwise. Rhoden goes so far as to speculate that Black 

NBA and NFL players aspiring to date white women in the pro leagues has had a trickle-down 

effect on the aspirations of Black male student-athletes. “People treat African American athletes 

differently than they treat African American men,” NFL Hall of Fame football player, Kellen 

Winslow Sr. stated (pg. 194). The Conveyor Belt is a crippling device, protecting professional 

and collegiate Black athletes under a safety net as long as they are performing for the sports 

industry. Even a recent popular media explored how cases of gender violence occurring between 
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Black males and white women partners are hyper-policed everywhere in society except within 

professional sports. Essentially, the article contends that there is special love reserved for Black 

male athletes. At least at Duke, some Black male athletes more than others believe they can 

transcend racial issues because of their social privileges.   

 

THE GOLDEN BROTHER 

1972  
Leroy “Monk” Davis knew how to put people together. Charm ran vibrant through his 

veins. “He was funny, very witty, and could have you laughing in a minute,” Earl recalled about 

his long-time friend. Everyone had something to say about Monk. Before Earl could finish his 

sentiments, Tony Benjamin was interjecting.  

 

Tony: Some days—aww, he could crack you up— 
 
Earl: — he could walk up to an eight year or 16-year-old and have a conversation with 
them. It didn’t matter. They’d find him hilarious.  

 
Tony: Yep! You’re right Earl! 

 
 

The Super Seven admired Monk for his humility, always willing to serve as the glue that 

held his friends into one giant blob. I refer to Monk as the “golden brother” to illustrate the idea 

of the Black football player whose natural charisma is so admired by everyone that he becomes a 

major social influencer within his group of brothers.  

Practicing in the same defensive squad, Barry couldn’t wait for the sideline commentary 

that Monk dished out during drills. One day at practice, the coaches wanted to implement a new 

play they drew up for offense, and Barry’s blocking on the line was hindering the play. “Just take 

him out of practice,” McGee screamed to the defensive coach after the fifth time Barry tackled 
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another clueless offensive player learning the new route. As Barry was making his way to the 

sideline, Monk jogged past him to whisper in his ear. “MANNN! Who ever heard of someone 

getting kicked out of practice for being too good!!?? Most people get kicked out of practice for 

not being good enough! YOU INVENTED A NEW CATEGORY!” he joked, elbowing Barry in 

the side. Barry had to choke back his laughter so he didn’t get in more trouble with the coaches. 

“This was all the time,” Barry insisted, “He could make any situation funny.” When it came to 

Lee “Monk” Davis, humor might have just been his way of lightening the high-pressure 

environment of Duke University for the members of the Super Seven. For the African American 

community at large, humor can make light of serious issues. Historically, comic relief has been 

deployed as a coping mechanism for African Americans who are facing discrimination and 

injustice as everyday experiences (Gordon 1998, Vereen et al., 2006).  

 
African American college students have experienced a great deal of social pain and 
pressure within the university setting because they carry the weight of many people on 
their backs. Vereen (Maples et al., 2001) pointed to a common thread among many 
African American college students in that their presence in college is attached to the 
hopes and dreams of family members and others in the community.  
 

(Vereen et al., 2006) 
 
 

As highlighted in Chapter 2, the dream of the Black family back in the 1970’s was being 

the first to send their Black child to the prestigious Duke University on an academic or athletic 

scholarship. The Super Seven carried the literal weight of all Black Duke football players on 

their backs. This intensified pressure is what I suggest made the function of their brotherhood 

productive. Monk’s humor making light of a terrible practice served a purpose. The coping 

mechanism allowed for Monk and Barry to laugh off the coach’s anger because, in all reality, if 

Coach McGee was to go so far as to take their playing time or spot on the team from them, then 
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the mission failed. When I compare the Super Seven’s brotherhood to the brotherhood(s) amid 

today’s athletes, the current players seem to lack that type of power and purpose in their 

relationships.  

 

2019 
I spot Xavier Sims lumbering down the bleachers next to Anthony at the conclusion of 

my women’s lacrosse game. He was always trudging along, feet hardly hovering above the 

ground. Carrying over 300 pounds of bodyweight meant he took life more slowly. From what I 

had witnessed, Xavier most certainly embodied a modern version of a “golden brother”. The 

freshman defensive tackle from Portland, Oregon had made a name for himself in the few short 

months he’d been attending Duke. Everybody knew Xavier—or at least everybody in Black 

Duke knew him. Now that it was February, I had grown accustomed to seeing Xavier’s face 

every time I attended an event on campus. Two weekends ago, he was propped up on the 

stairwell of the Nelson Music Room watching the annual “Me Too Monologues” show. The 

other night he swagger walked into White Lecture Hall stepping out in a pair of saggy dark-

denim jeans, a graphic t-shirt, and a gold cross chain for Black Duke’s “Art Night”. Typically, 

Xavier meandered into these events alone and left with new friends by the end. White, Black, 

Hispanic—it didn’t matter what race, he was completely comfortable being himself in all kinds 

of environments.  

On this particular day, I could tell he had something to get off his chest as we exited the 

lacrosse stadium. “Tell me why…” he begins, “we’re watching yall’s game when one of the 

parents asked if Anthony and I were related to both you and Crystal?! Yall two ain’t even 

related! So how we supposed to be related to BOTH OF YALL?!!” he hollered, and we joined in 

laughing at the ludicrous proposition. Why would the two Black girls on the Duke lacrosse team 
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be related? And better yet, why would four Black student-athletes at Duke happen to all be 

cousins? Ironically enough, the white upper-class parent had mistaken Black kinship.  

Watching Xavier make a joke out of the incident only reminded me of the stories I’d 

heard about Monk. “Tell me why I was in class, and we had just watched some video,” Xavier 

continued a few minutes later, “when this one white dude said it looked like the ghetto. I was like 

‘Dammmmn!! That’s like 20 minutes from my house!!’” It turned out the documentary had been 

filmed only a few blocks over from his neighborhood in Portland. I was beginning to see that 

turning spite into jolly was a gift, and he was the gift bearer for this generation of Black football 

players. So how exactly had the role of the natural leader evolved? For one thing, Xavier did not 

follow respectability politics at all. In the earlier era, Coach Harris demanded the Super Seven 

carry themselves with so-called “class”, whereas Xavier was so comfortable being himself, or 

rather making up his own rules, that it was not unusual for him to walk into night class late with 

take-out food. After Monk finished socializing, he was up until 2 or 3 AM doing his homework, 

but Xavier, could be found chilling at a senior’s apartment on a school night with his core group 

of Black football players. His demeanor, very much “hakuna matata” because the fate of all 

African American football players did not rest on his shoulders. Thanks to the Conveyor Belt, 

the recruitment of the next generation of elite Black high-school athletes to Duke was 

guaranteed.  

 

POWERFUL ENCOURAGERS  

1972 
As the end of the 1972-73 Duke football season prepares to end, it is time for the team to 

have their senior send-off ritual. After finishing up their last practice, the sweaty pads and 

helmets are dumped to the side as the players gather into a circle. This is the moment for seniors 
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to say goodbye and underclassmen to deliver any last sentiments they want to share about the 

graduating class. Midway through the speeches, a senior named Gary––who went by the 

nickname Dash—gets the attention of his teammates. He begins to share how much this 

experience has impacted him, and what a joy it’s been to play with all the guys… “even the 

colored guys,” he says as he turns towards Ted Davidson, Ernie Clark, and Maurice Quarters 

standing to the side. In the back of the huddle, a group of seven Black freshmen are observing 

the exchange. Though playing with the three African American players had been surprisingly 

enjoyable to the white Duke players, the Super Seven knew just how special having these role 

models on the team had been for them that first year.  

 

Art Gore: Ernie Jackson and Geno Newsome were fine examples of and inspiration for 
performance on the football field and campus that impacted me and all the Black players 
during that time. 
 
 
To be one of the first Black football players at an elite PWI such as Duke university at the 

beginning of the era of integration within college sports meant there was little room for failure. It 

had taken so long for Black athletes to earn these positions at such institutions, and now that they 

made it—as Earl explained— “you really wanted to prove your mettle.” As the Super Seven 

were the largest class of African American players to be recruited to Duke, their need for 

leadership from older Black teammates was paramount to their success.  

 
Earl Cook: They were the first Black athletes on the football team, and they gave it 
everything they had… I mean, absolutely! As freshmen, I remember discussions we had 
with them about really kicking butt and trying to be a leader on the team—in the sense 
that you're working towards starting and showing what you can do.  
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The mindset the upperclassmen had was very impressionable on the Super Seven. 

Though Earl admitted to just thinking about “wanting to start and play”, it was the older Black 

players who pushed him to want more. “They really busted their chops not to be less than. You 

know what I mean?” Earl stressed to me.  

The Super Seven went from surviving to thriving in an environment that exploits and 

undermines their abilities as Black male student-athletes due to this support system. It seemed 

this support system within the football team replicated that of the one Black professors and 

service workers provided on campus.  In the relationships the Super Seven built with each other, 

older teammates, Black faculty, and Bishop Harris, the same support network was present. Even 

when circumstances weighed on the players, it was paramount for them to have Coach Harris 

cheering them on, saying “look to the skies” to garner hope from up above.  

 
 
2019  

Jamal Green laughs when I first ask about his relationship with his coaches. “To keep it a 

hundit with you43, I don’t really talk to my coaches,” Jamal shrugged. “I mean I talk to my Black 

coaches… like the GA (graduate assistant). I mess with him. And my D-line coach! He recruited 

me, so I’m cool with him.” Once again, I find that the young graduate assistant coach has the 

most immediate relationship with the players. It makes sense seeing how GAs are closer in age 

to the players, and therefore more relatable and approachable. Jamal claims that he knows he can 

text his coaches if he ever needs something. “They’re kind of like Uncles to me,” he admitted—

indicating that fictive kinship ties aren’t only lateral, but linear in these Black male relationships. 

It’s important to consider that literature on fictive kinship in extended Black families deems the 

                                                
43 “Keeping it a hundit” may be understood as modern-day Ebonics. It can be translated as “keeping it a hundred”. 
This saying essentially means that I whatever I am about to say, I am going to “keep it real with you” 
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usage of colloquial terms such as “Uncle” or “Aunt” as having historical significance. “To 

address older persons who were unrelated to them by either blood or marriage by the title ‘Aunt’ 

or ‘Uncle’ served a functional purpose since slavery “to bind unrelated individuals to each other 

through reciprocal fictive kinship relations,” (Chatters & Taylor 1994, Guttman 1976).  

Having a so-called “Uncle” in the athletic department serves a function too. Practically 

speaking, a fictive or real Uncle usually intervenes in the lives of a young Black boy when the 

father figure is absent. As explained in Chapter 2, increased integration essentially stripped the 

role of the father figure from the Division I collegiate football program. Now that the father 

figure Bishop Harris modelled ceases to exist, these “Uncles” have stepped in. As far as the 

encouragement goes, the “Uncles” may text or occasionally check up on Jamal, but they do not 

go to the extent of making it their sole responsibility to hold Jamal accountable for his conduct 

on campus. “There’s 120 of us, and ten assistant coaches,” Trey Young said about the current 

Duke football team. Structurally, the 2019 football program is set up more like a company 

instead of a family. I attempt to fit Duke football inside of a standard business model viewing the 

head coach as the boss, the assistant coaches as the executive board members, and the players as 

the employees. Generally speaking, in the event an “employee” struggles with a personal 

problem at home, is it acceptable for them to seek counsel from the “boss”? What happens when 

the entire basis of the labor relationship is monetary (think back to white value)? Whereas the 

lateral bonds created between Black players during the recruiting stage are based on trust and 

support, these linear bonds between coaches and players maintain a level of professionalism.  

In Chapter 1, two junior football players ridicule Coach D, the current Black associate 

recruiting director, for being a savvy businessman. They don’t necessarily view Coach D as their 

“Uncle”, but nonetheless they have studied his actions and taken away some life lessons.  
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Johnathon: When the head coach leaves, Coach D does not stay. He’s setting up a nice 
life for himself. He knows how to play the game.  

 
Trey:  I’ve learned from him how to be a (family) man, not necessarily how to be a good 
person.  Everything Coach D does is for his family. When the other coaches are chillin’ 
around late in the evening, he’s the first to leave to go home.  

 
  “Playing the game” is all about knowing the inns-and-outs of how to be the best in the 

college football business. In order to be rewarded with the big fat paycheck that allows him to 

take his family on lavish vacations, Coach D needs to get top football recruits to sign to Duke.  

Now, the “family” Coach D is providing for is his true kin. “This is why I don’t think they’re 

real with me,” Trey rolled his eyes. Johnathon felt the same way about other assistant coaches on 

staff. “I don’t really trust them. I wouldn’t run to them and tell them all my problems.”  

 ‘Look to the skies’, ‘one for all’, and ‘demand respect’, were all mantras Coach Harris 

preached to his Super Seven sons as they navigated Black student-athlete life in the 70’s. Since 

Johnathon and Trey do not confide in Coach D and other assistant coaches, the opportunity to 

receive encouragement from such “Uncles” is ruled out. No mantras, no late-night politics talks, 

and no lessons on how to be a man and what it takes to thrive in a PWI elite setting.  Trey said it 

best himself. He’s learning what’s required of a Black man to acquire wealth in the late capitalist 

environment. Again, if Rhoden’s prophesy comes true, it means that Trey may find his own 

individual quest for success alienating him from others in the Black community. Not only do 

Black football players need Black role models in academic spaces on campus, but also a few 

with moral values inside of the athletic realm. Although the athletic-industrial complex is 

operating to keep a wealth of knowledge and opportunities from Black male student-athletes, 

these Black coaches and mentors can flip the system on its head. I believe that more identity 

development and exploration outside of the Conveyor Belt will re-strengthen bonds of 
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brotherhood among Black football players. As they awaken, present-day Black football players 

will again find their collective goal is to use the game of football as a ladder for opportunity.  
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Conclusion: For the Next Generation 
 

 
Figure 10: Old North Banter feature on North Carolina Sports. Article titled: Duke Football: 

Two players named ACC Players of the Week 

 
For a moment, I want to return to the image of the Black football player with the long 

hair that either spirals into heavy dreads or poofs into a crescent. When the collegiate football 

helmet is being designed in the industrial factory, the engineer does not take into account the 

mounted hairstyles of these Black football players. This product made by the athletic-industrial 

complex does not “fit” African Americans. In chapter 1, White Value, White Gaze, I critiqued the 

intercollegiate athletic enterprise for exploiting Black football players, and failing to design an 

infrastructure that “fits” the academic and personal needs of these Black male athletes. 

Controlling their schedules, their injury status, and their class selection has ultimately hurt Black 

males’ development of identity outside of athletics. Consider the fact that when the Black 

football player puts on his helmet, effectively hiding his hair, it hides a part of his identity that is 

both important to him and makes him unique. In the same vein, college athletics puts a mask 

over the complex identities of Black Duke football players. My focus in chapter 2, Black 

Strength, Black Solidarity, was to illustrate the support system of the Black community on 

Duke’s campus. Negating the strong athletic identities Black males build on the Conveyor Belt is 

almost impossible without the constant nourishment from Black professors and faculty members. 

I have witnessed first-hand the impact these mentors have on the lives of Black football players 

at United Black Athletes meetings. If it weren’t for the attention these Black academics and 

supporting faculty members give these players, some would not be applying to graduate 
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programs or joining Black fraternities like they are today. In chapter 3, Brotherly Love, I pay 

homage to the first family of Black brothers ever in Duke football. Their story is a beautiful 

depiction of perseverance through bondage. I speculate that the disappearance of such a precious 

brotherhood is due to the fact that modern-day Black male athletes are alienated inside of the 

athletic-industrial complex and cannot see opportunities for Black men beyond football. Thus, 

the old collective goal to strive for excellence in every facet of life is long-gone. Whereas the 

older generation had no choice but to fight, the security of an ever-flowing influx of Black male 

athletes to Division I PWI programs will remain as long as their athletic labor continues to fund 

the athletic institution.  

 

 

FINDINGS  

 
1) The intellectual capability of the Black football player has been underestimated. 

 
One thing is for certain—there has always been a solid group of Black Duke football 

players who value their academics. Back in the 1970’s, the emphasis placed on academic 

achievement for Black football players was in large part because of the plight of Black people 

earning a college degree, especially at an institution such as Duke. Now that doors have been 

opened to Black athletes, it’s easier for these opportunities to be taken for granted. I do not 

blame the athletic institution for the academic deficiencies of contemporary Black football 

players because it is the academic institution’s job to inspire, inform, and mold the intellects of 

these players. As evident with the impact of Black Duke professors such as Dr. Sam Cook, and 

even Dr. Neal and Dr. Smith, we need more who speak to the experiences of these Black male 

athletes and can engage them with their class material. Rhoden claims that if more Black athletes 
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today knew of the African American struggle to integrate professional and collegiate sports, 

there would be more of an understanding for the collective fight for power. Why can’t we 

dedicate our efforts to teaching every Black football player their history (starting with this 

thesis)? Let’s stop the perpetual cycle of the miseducation of the Negro.  

  
 

2)  The Black football player has not benefited from honest recruiting and 
committed life coaches.  

 
Not every Black collegiate coach is carved out to be a father figure for Black Duke 

football players. In looking at the attributes of Coach Bishop Harris, he was a commendable 

young gentleman aspiring to lead the Super Seven by example. Remembering the coach who 

took him under his wing, he sought to extend this fatherly relationship onto his Black players. As 

the white powered sports machinery pulls more and more young Black male athletes onto the 

Conveyor Belt (explained in Chapter 2), the relationships built with their Black coaches become 

less personal and more professional. As seen with some of the current players, the sheer number 

of assistant coaches on staff makes their encounters fewer and formality greater. While Black 

assistant coaches and recruiters may monetarily benefit from selling the university to Black male 

athletes, I would ask these coaches and recruiters to think about the profound consequences their 

unfaithfulness has on the lives of these athletes. Since the NCAA virtually grants no rights to 

amateur student-athletes, a football player is unable to hold a recruiter legally accountable to 

their promises. Therefore, I contend that if the recruiter is not certain whether they can keep their 

promise to take care of the Black male athlete while they attend the university, they should never 

make the promise in the first place. Duke Black football players need more Black life coaches to 

lead and encourage them to abide by a moral code.  
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3) A strong brotherhood has the capacity to save lives and last forever.   

 
I will never forget the tears the Black football alumnus choked back when he spoke of 

what his Super Seven brothers meant to him. A week before our four-way conference call, Tony 

Benjamin had received a Facebook message from a former younger Black linebacker who 

expressed regret forty years later for getting hurt his freshman year, thus missing the chance to 

personally block for Tony on the offensive line. Time and time again, I was reminded that the 

Super Seven brotherhood was powerful enough to empower seven Black football players to 

reach their greatest potential. We must never underestimate the capacity of brotherhood. The 

question remains—how do we foster strong brotherhood among current Black football players? 

One suggestion is to raise the stakes for Black Duke football players. No longer does the fate of 

future Black college athletes rest on their shoulders, therefore they must have a need to fight for 

another cause together. Whether it be a 100% 5-year graduation rate for all Black football 

players, or having to earn professional careers after sports retirement, there must be goals for the 

modern brotherhood to reach beyond winning a National football title.   

 

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE  

Studying the experiences of Black student-athletes has been near and dear to my heart. I 

founded the organization, United Black Athletes, to implement a framework for which racial 

identity is acknowledged in the realm of Duke Athletics. While our athletic institution promotes 

ideas of diversity and inclusion, many Black male and female student-athletes would declare 

otherwise. The lack of diversity on coaching staff and in administrative roles that work closely 

with student-athletes has made the experience of some more challenging than anticipated. In my 

own experience as the only Black female on the Duke Women’s Lacrosse team for three years, I 
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have personally dealt with an overemphasized athletic identity and simultaneously 

underemphasized racial identity. When I describe the afros my Duke football brothers wear, I am 

also describing my own inability to reconcile my Black hair with my sports helmet.  

This thesis serves as a space not merely for reflecting on my own experiences, but also for 

uplifting the Black athletes who have and always will be an integral part of the success of Duke 

University. The recognition of Black athletes’ experiences at Duke will take on more meaning if 

we study the history. As Rhoden (2006) claims, “Coaches do not, as a rule, demand that their 

Black athletes study their historical past, and this has created a vacuum” (p. 5). As members of 

this elite athletic and academic institution, we must stop living in a vacuum that keeps Black 

student-athletes stuck inside of a highly commercialized, hegemonic, and white-cultured 

environment. One reason I am so passionate about identity foreclosure in Black male athletes is 

because if an entire generation of Black athletes aren’t being taught to be scholars, especially at a 

top institution like Duke University, what does this mean for the socioeconomic advancement of 

the entire Black American race? We have to realize we are failing to cultivate future Black 

leaders off the football field who may ultimately become CEO’s, lawyers, and surgeons in 

America.  
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